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PREFACE

It was 1985 and we at the Saint-Gaudens National Historic other successful biddersseeking their cooperation in fu

Site were just finishing the catalogue and production of the ture exhibition Thus it was with this database and the col

exhibition Circle of Friends Art Colonies of Cornish and Dublin lections that were already preserved both in Cornish and

New Hampshire It occurred to us that satellite exhibition Hanoverthat we began to organize and eventually produce

featuring the work of the craftspeople very much part of the exhibition and this comprehensive monograph of the

the larger artist community might be wonderful thing oeuvre of the ceramist Paul St Gaudens

There was however too little time to develop such an adjunct Since his death in 1954 Paul St Gaudens and his work

exhibition to complete the needed research and gather the have been hidden one might say lost Known today perhaps

artifacts The Circle of Friends exhibition featuring the by only serious collectors and American ceramic specialists1

work of the painters and sculptors was very well received he was recognized even at the very earliest stage of his ca

with venues in Durham Keene Cornish and Hanover New reer at the age of twenty-two when four works in the Sixth

Hampshire It was wonderful to see the extensive output of Annual Society of Independent Artists exhibition in New
this talented and inspired group together for the first time York City in 1922 were singled out by the French critic

since 1916 when they were first exhibited together at Comte Chalevier writing in the premier edition of the Paris

Robinson Hall Dartmouth College Hanover NH In 1999 journal Revuedu VraietduBeau He is real potter .he knows

we determined to produce book and an exhibit of the ce- how to adapt subjects inspired by antiquity to our modern

ramic art of Paul St Gaudens son of sculptors Annetta time..

Johnson and Louis St Gaudens and nephew of Augustus The exhibition developed by Dr Henry Duffy Curator

number of Pauls works had recently come on the market with of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site and his staff is

the estate sales of the late Margaret Parry St Gaudens his most unusual production for the Picture Gallery here in

former wife Cornish NH This publication is the most comprehensive

first met Margaret Parry St Gaudens in the summer of documentation to date with generous illustrations present-

1967 She had just returned to Cornish the favored summer ing for the first time the full artistry of this American studio

retreat after an absence of number of yearsand had been potter

recently appointed curator of the Saint-Gaudens National We have been fortunate in gaining the cooperation of

Historic Site Over the intervening years enjoyed close numerous museums and collectors as well as members of the

friendship as neighbor tenant advisor and guest both in St.Gaudens and Johnson families in sharing their recollec

Cornish and at her home and studio in Miami During the tions and collectionsthe special presentation piecesthat

1970s when Margaret began organizing the contents of two enhance this exhibition also want to thank the donors that

or three households that had evolved on her she very gen- made this publication possible Maurice Kawashima and Dr

erously gave much of the memorabilia including photo- Richard Wunder Max Blumberg the National Park Ser

graphs and manuscripts as well as the sculpture collections vice Saint-Gaudens NHS1 the Trustees of the Saint-Gaud

from the Cornish studios to the Saint-Gaudens National ens Memorial and Byron Bell President Lisa Niven

Historic Site and to nearby Dartmouth College Library Executive Director the Lane and Elizabeth Dwinell Chari

Cornish Art Colony collection table Trust Lebanon NH1 the National Trust for Historic

Margaret however retained most of the Paul St Gaudens Preservation and the New Hampshire Council on the Hu
materials including his letters sketches photographs and manities

ceramic art works This was understandable since they were

quite literally tied up with her own career as designer and John Dryfhout

artist Following her death in Miami in 1992 we were able Superintendent

to purchase selection of work for the museum collections Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

At the same time we established contact with the various Cornish New Hampshire
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Paul St Gaudens posing with large vase made for Mary Alice Permain Mrs John Marlowe granddaughter of the painter George Deforest Brush

Brush was member
of

the Cornish Colony of artists iiii1
friend of Augustus Saint-Gaudens The location

of
the vase is unknown
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The Life of Paul St Gaudens

HenryJ Duffy Ph.D

Paul St Gaudens was born into one of Americas most pro- guide book Clay Craft that introduced young readers to ce

ductive artistic families with both his parents his uncle and ramics He was thwarted writer of short stories finding few

cousin involved in the arts Nephew to the renowned Amen- publishers during his life time His humorous cartoons and

can sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens 8481907 son of drawings were likewise often rejected by the major magazines

Louis 18541913 and Annetta 18691943 St Gaudens Nonetheless Paul St Gaudens is one of the really signifi

and cousin of the museum director and writer Homer Saint- cant ceramic artists of his time important like his uncle

Gaudens 18801958 it would seem inevitable that Paul Augustus not just for the body of his work but also as

would himself be part of the creative process As an artist natural teacher man who had the gift to express his

he forged his own direction moving away from monumen- thoughts and feelings about his craft to wide audience

tal sculpture toward close study of ceramics as serious art through articles books and letters.4 For someone whose ex

form He always made clear his separation from the popular penience of formal schooling was sometimes difficult he

commercial pottery of the time choosing to explore the wrote with an ease and style that made his words come alive

technical and artistic limits of the clay medium.3 His story is and he was seriously committed to not only his craft but the

thus significant to us today as pioneer in changing how spread of understanding of ceramics

people think about ceramics as an art form If Paul St Gaudens often produced low volume of works

His life was smooth at times and rough at others like all he was passionate about what he did create Much of his writ-

of us He spent the last several years fighting an ongoing ings and notes about the technical aspects of pottery are valu

battle with Hodgkins Disease from which he eventually died able to this day and form major reason for the retelling of

at the age of 53 Although he attended some traditional art his story in the present book and in the exhibition that

schools his education seems to have immediately taken accompanies it.5

new direction His studies included work with the emerging Paul St Gaudens is of the period between the two World

champions of art pottery with some of the first American Wars reaching his maturity during the Depression He lived

artists to work with Cubism and Expressionism and with in times in which earning living as an artist was not easy

European expatriates like Arnold Ronnebeck and Alexander and he sought various ways throughout his life to solve that

Archipenko When he became interested in pottery his train- dilemma He seems to have tried to find his way separate

ing was with the three major figures of his era Frank from the predominance of his uncles contribution to the arts

Applegate Oscar Batchelder and Charles Fergus Binns He and the strong influence of his parents as well Turning from

was admitted to the Society of Independent Artists the Fed- sculpture to ceramics he nonetheless saw clay as what he

eration of American Arts and several crafts guilds/leagues called the only direct form of sculpture finding that the

Paul St Gaudens married in 1936 and operated pottery various stages of other media slowly wore away the imme
of his own the Orchard Kiln in Cornish New Hampshire diacy of the artists touch.6 He was interested in the great

and the Pelican Pottery in Florida He published books and schools of historical pottery studying ancient Greek and

articles on the technical aspects of kilns and pottery and Roman vases in Italy the works of Korean and Chinese pot

11
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tery and also the traditions of African Pre-Columbian and been cooked They live in very primitive way Mrs

American southwest pottery.7 He wanted not only his cre- Louis doing all the work herself We felt as if we were

ative sense to be revealed in his work but also the quickness playing true and were indeed back in Parkmans days

of the potters wheel His glazes were often complex and he coming in out of that stormy night to the blazing logs

was drawn to the more subtle tones of Asian design only and primitive implements which she used
..

The dinner

varying with the economic pressure to produce brighter was deliciousbaked potatoes chicken etc We found

works that would sell better His technical skill was well- them rare and attractive and shewho is always so shy

known and his bravura firing of four-foot terra cotta mu- and retiring out in company sitting by herself and never

ral in Denver was described in the newspaper as feat of real saying wordwas gay and entertainingtelling sto

excitement ries of old southern life As we sat around the fire after

Paul Alexander St Gaudens was born in Flint Ohio on dinner for one dreamed with the keenest delight that

June 151900 in the family house His mother Annetta we were back hundred years and came away having

Johnson St Gaudens had grown up there as well and had spent unique and happy evening3

strong family connections to the house and the area In 1902

when Paul was still an infant the family moved to Cornish Here on the hill above the Connecticut River with views

New Hampshire coming there because his father Louis St of Mt Ascutney and the Cornish hills Paul St Gaudens

Gaudens was summoned by his brother the renowned sculp- would spend his life The closeness to his family roots pro

tor Augustus Saint-Gaudens who was seriously ill with can- vided some personal and financial ease and the immediacy

cer and wanted his brothers assistance.8 Annetta found an as well to artistic neighbors helped inspire him His family

old Shaker Meeting House in Enfield New Hampshire that life was intimate but difficult Correspondence shows that

was no longer used and had it taken apart and moved to his parents adored him and he did not lack for attention.M

site just north of Aspet The lifestyle of the family is worth From 190619 Paul attended the Tracy School one-

noting as they intentionally lived in Colonial style with room Cornish schoolhouse for half day only His mother

no electricity cooking done either on the hearth or in large who would be his constant companion until his marriage in

wood stove and sparse furnishing Marion MacKaye wife 1936 felt that too much time spent indoors was not healthy

of the poet Percy MacKayewho also lived in Cornish re- for children remarking that half day was long enough

corded dinner party in her diary that gives the atmosphere for him to be in prison.2 From an early age Annetta St

of this Colonial lifestyle Gaudens shaped her only childs mind and soul adding his

As we went in there before the huge open fireplace with name to the roster of the Cornish Equal Suffrage League in

its blackened crane and huge black kettle with the steam 1911 and inculcating him into her favorite causes of peace

sizzling from it was our dinnersitting in the ashes and equality.3 Family correspondence shows that his father

while on the crane with its many hooks hung some more Louis St Gaudens spent some time with the boy taking him

steaming viands In the ashes and on the crane it had all to an air show in New Jersey when he was child and writ-

12
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ing often to Annetta when he was away.4 He spoke of his Applegate 188119312o Applegate was an established

love for the boy and seemed to take some part in the busi- sculptor ceramist and teacher and although trained by the

ness of childrearing Photographs of the young boy in the sculptor Charles Grafly at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

studio indicate that he was not excluded from his parents Arts he had already exhibited and worked with Arthur

work environment His fathers early death on March Davies Walt Kuhn and other emerging artists of the mod-

1913 when the boy was only thirteen left gaping hole in ernist school.2 His notoriety as part of the 1915 modernist

the family structure and lasting sense of loss.6 Nonethe- exhibit at the Montross Gallery in New York as well as the

less by September of that year Paul participated in the fa- Immigrant in America exhibition the same year made him

mous Bird Masque of Percy MacKaye playing the Scarlet national figure and linked his name to the realist/modern-

Tanager in the production that was benchmark in the con- ist school of art

servation movement/ At the end of the play Paul and the Applegate returned to Plainfield in 1919 and 1920 Paul

poets son Robin MacKaye along with Herbert Adams the and his mother experimented with Applegate and two other

sculptor presented President and Mrs Woodrow Wilson avant-garde artists William and Marguerite Zorach in sum-

with hand-written scroll with the names of all the people mer of exploding clay pots and badly fired pieces all done

associated with the production It was here that he would on temporary kiln made of an old stove.22 The significance

begin to form bonds with many of the local Cornish resi- of this summer cannot be overstated as it clearly set the fo

dents of his age who would be his life-long friends Amongst cus for Pauls career The people involved were important as

local people he was particularly close to the Maxfield Parrish well both Clara Potter Davidge and her husband Henry

family forming close bond with Maxfield Parrish Fitch Taylor were early pioneers of the new art forming in

Jr.b 1906 and Dillwyn Parrish 1904 in particular From Europe as were the Zorachs and Applegate As directors of

191415 Paul was livingwith his mother in Claremont Cali- the Madison Gallery in New York City the Taylors were at

fornia attending high school Claremont was the home of the center of the small group of artists who joined the gal-

several of Annetta St Gaudens family and she and Paul re- lery in 1911 to form what would be the genesis of the

turned there many times in their lives The last two years of Armory Show in 191 32S Pauls introduction to this group was

education he was back in Cornish attending the nearby crucial and probably allowed his surprisingly rapid ascent

Windsor Vermont High School Paul continued his interest to membership in the group exhibiting first in 1922 when

in theatre performing as Dyer Spalding British soldier in he had only been producing pottery for four years The

the play In Cornish Long Ago for the Cornish Library Club Zorachs although young in age also were mature impor

in August 1916 and as Geraldine the pet mule in The tant artists who must have served as early mentors to Paul

Wishing Ring in Windsor for the John Rogers Company and certainly opened the door to new way of approaching

The course of Paul St Gaudens career was set in 1918 at art William Zorach had discovered Cubism in Paris in 1910

Echo Farm owned by Clara Davidge Taylor in Plainfield and in their summers in Cornish he created his first sculp

New Hampshire where he met the ceramic artist Frank ture in kind of artistic epiphany that changed his career

13
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from painter to sculptor They brought the art of Europe the Orchard Kiln in Cornish He gained immediate recog

to Plain field but newly formed style based on the predomi- nition by being elected craftsman by the Boston Society

nance of emotion and the immediacy of color and the inner of Arts and Crafts on November 29 1921 His involvement

structure of form not the carefully delineated naturalism in the artistic world of ceramics was rapid Applegate was

promoted by the tradition of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts It making name for himself apart from the commercial pot-

must have been remarkable time with William Zorach teries St Gaudens also believed strongly in the differentia

moving toward sculpture and Paul as young boy wide open tion between the very popular mass-market pottery of his

to the excitement of new creative thought time and the work that Applegate and others were doing in

From 19191921 Paul was enrolled at the Museum of Fine an attempt to forge new artistic directions for clay The new-

Arts School of Drawing and Painting in Boston.24 He matricu- ness of it and Pauls rapid climb to the forefront of an emerg

latedJanuary 1919 attending the Antique Class Although ing art movement is seen in his participation as an exhibitor

he continued in the school until 1921 he never graduated with the Society of Independent Artists in New York City

His portrait see page 52 was painted by his good friend in 1922 He was already experimenting with glazes and al

Naomi Rhodes during painting class This is the earliest ready using the Mayan imagery that he would make his

painted portrait of him and although unfinished it shows own.2 The Society exhibits never topped the first Armory

the young man at crucial moment of his career when the Show of 1913 which proved to be benchmark in the tran

world was opening up to him The painter Naomi Rhodes sition from traditional art to the newly developed styles of

would herself experience some notoriety as young woman Cubism and Expressionism but nonetheless Pauls involve-

moving to Washington DC right after this picture was ment shows that he was setting himself up with the avant

painted to forge career as an artist.2 garde from the beginning 1922 was to be crucial year in

At some point in 19201921 Paul came to decision1 he his artistic development because it marked his quick ascent

left the Museum School and accompanied Frank Applegate in the art world but also his only acknowledgement of the

back to New Jersey in 1921 to attend classes with him at rich tradition of art education that fostered the careers of his

the Trenton School of Industrial Arts He went with his father and uncle

mother Annetta who was drawn to Applegate as teacher By 1922 Paul reached the age of 21 and received payment

of modern sculpture and for his strong interest in social re- from an annuity left to him by his father Despite the coun

form.21 1921 was the last year that Applegate taught in New sd of his attorney Philip Faulkner brother of the artist Barry

Jersey before moving to Santa Fe New Mexico where Paul Faulkner that the money although sizeable would not last

would encounter him again in later years His friendship with indefinitely Paul St Gaudens traveled to Europe during the

Applegate was important and lasting The two met again winterand early spring of 1922 with his motherAnnetta The

when Paul was an instructor at the Chappell School in Den- visit included London Paris Rome Naples and Florence

ver and Applegate was heading the branch of the school in Along the way the two made note of pottery they saw and

New Mexico It was in 1921 that Paul and Annetta set up even visited pottery workshops In Rome he joined artist and

14
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Cornish resident Stephen Parrish and his grandsons observations of people on the street capturing the haughti

Maxfield Jr and Dillwyn Parrish.28 He spent time at the ness of mounted policeman or the slightly befuddled na

Academiejulian in Paris drawing from the nude and at the ture of priest hurrying along the street This was his only

British Academy in Rome as well.2 He was passing visitor trip to Europe his sketchbook shows both light-hearted

through the heart of the art world in Paris Whether the city yet serious approach to what he was experiencing It is typi

had any lasting impression on him is unknown for he does cal of the man that he maintained light approach but was

not comment in his writings about his European trip.30 The careful in his observation of what interested him His ap

AcademieJulian on the rue de la Chaumière was only few proach to classical training was intense but short-lived and

blocks from the former home and studio of his uncle the humor he saw in it was characteristic

Augustus and was accessible to foreigner because it was Having tried formal training at the Museum School in Bos

the only art school there that did not have the rigid entrance ton and in his quick foray in Europe St Gaudens returned

requirementsofthecoledesBeaux-Arts Hedidnotattempt and in 1923 traveled to the mountains of North Carolina

to emulate his father or uncle by preparing for the rigors of where he sought the advice of Oscar Batchelder in Candler

entry into the prestigious school The Academiejulian was NC at small rural wood-fired kiln.32 Bachelder was liv-

far more accessible since it permitted foreigners women and ing link to the tradition of New England Colonial pottery

others who were generally excluded from the established through his father who was one of the last of the Bennington

school.3 Because of this the Academie Julian was great potters The influence of Batchelder and Applegate was cru

favorite of Americans Frank Applegate had studied here and cial in focusing Paul St Gaudens on his lifes work and lead-

may well have recommended it to Paul It was also possible ing him in the direction of less commercial more artistic

to attend class without formally matriculating in program style of pottery Using simple glazes and shapes based on

of study which would have been impossible at the Ecole des Colonial precedents and ancient Asian and European mod-

Beaux-Arts Apparently Paul took part in life-drawing class els this style was different from the more commercial style

Many of his drawings were marked with the time it took to of the period in that it was not aimed specifically at popular

complete Aside from these quick sketches he also produced taste The style is earthy and can be bit crude in feel but

some finished drawings His native skill is evident in some the simplicity of the surface hides complexity underneath

of these works that were meant to be seen as finished None- as the potters worked hard to create the appearance of sim

theless even in the most serious pieces his humor could not plicity in increasingly complicated glazes It was Paul who

be held in checka wonderfully modeled drawing of cast continued this experimentation and added to it sculptural

of the S1eepinj Endyrnion shows ringing alarm clock in the quality with handles ornamentation and even complete fig-

upper corner His sketchbook from Italy is filled with draw- ures done by himself and his mother Annetta St Gaudens

ings of Etruscan and Pompeian pottery scenery and humor- in form that brought the art of sculpture to ceramics By

ous figural drawings Paul visited the British Academy in doing this the two were instrumental in breaking the bound-

Rome briefly but again not to matriculate He made quick aries of what ceramics could be
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Paul SI auden Signui Frcuni Pass St Gaudens Life Studies Pencil on /aser 1922 ii in Paris La Grande Chaumiire

Pirrih Pencil on paper 1922
ii

ir
Collection of Freda Rosenzweig This is one of small number

of

li
f
e studies resnainingfrosn Pauls study

.ollection of Eileen and IVli Iclms at the Academic .Julian in Pais

This portrait was made in Rome during the European

trip
The name is humorous

referral to Parrishs

beard Stephen Parrish was the grandfather of Pauls

friends MaxfieldJr and Dillwyn

Having established himself in career by 1924 Paul was Later in 1926 he and his mother Annetta were in Los Ange

living in Brooklyn New York33 His Uncle Burt Johnson also les California assisting her brother the sculptor Burt Johnson

sculptor had studio in Flushing and this may have influ- 18901927 with the completion of the decorative scheme

enced him to live nearby Paul was working on his first ma- for the Fine Arts Building38 When Burt died in 1927 the work

jor exhibition which opened at the Newark Museum in 1924 was taken over by Merrell Gage 18921981 The decora

He showed 15 pieces here along with works by his mother tion consists of two large flanking human figures represent-

and father The Director and founder of the Museum John ing Architecture and Sculpture in monumental Art Deco style

Cotton Dana 18561929 was from Woodstock Vermont sculpture as well as terracotta panels in an abstracted style

family the essay by Ulysses Dietz In the same year of plants and animals This is one of the more ambitious

Paul exhibited for the second time with the Society of Inde- commissions of St Gaudens life and remains to this day as

pendent Artists in New York and also at the Indian Hill Sm- landmark in Los Angeles

dio in Claremont California The following summer he was an instructor at the Ecole

In 1925 Paul returned to Candler North Carolina to work Archipenko in Woodstock New York where he worked with

with Bachelder and by the following year he completed his the Russian artist It is noteworthy that Archipenko was

artistic training by enrolling in the summer ceramics course himself interested in ceramics forming Arko pottery in

with Charles Fergus Binns 18571934 Director of the State New York City He began series of schools wherever he

School of Ceramics at Alfred University in Alfred New York was living but they were all organized in similarway He

now SUNY Alfred.34 Two notebooks survive from that expressed the purpose of his teaching as the development

summer filled with notes on clays and glazes.3 Again we of the creative ability of the student The first and inevitable

can see Pauls rapid-fire approach to study intensely focus- phase is the study of the fundamental laws of sculpture or

sing on program for short time Paul had now trained with painting or drawing directly from nature... The second

the three most important developers of artistic ceramics phase the creative phase The Ecole dArt founded in

Applegate Bachelder and Binns InJanuary 1926 the only 1923wasoriginallyat l6West64thStreetinNewYorkbut

important article about Paul written during his lifetime was later moved to 316 West 57th Street The goal of Arko was

published from an interview of Alice Van Leer Carrick in to form an organized center for the production of art pot

Country Life It is an important interview as it tells us some- tery helping those not interested in commercial pottery

thing of the environment and thoughts of the young artist making to still earn living through their work Exhibitions

as he reached significant peak in his career He wrote with were held at various galleries in New York but also across

pride to his cousin Homer Saint-Gaudens comparing in the country

humorous way his appearance in the photo to that of the Paul went to teach at the Chappell School on Logan Av

screen idol ValentinoT In January by the time he entered enue in Denver in 1927 He remained on the faculty there

the program at Alfred in the summer he was already some- until 1929 His mother was head of the sculpture department

thing of celebrity maybe not quite Valentino but known at the school and he was teacher of ceramics The school it-
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Paul St Gaudens Landscape in Europe Pencil on paper Paul poon on the
feps of

th Lhapp lI School on

192223 6/ in in Logan Avenue in Denver Colorado 192729

Sketchbook SAGA 7477 Museum Purchase from the Estate of Archival Photograph SGNHS

Margaret Parry St Gaudens Photo courtesy SGNHS

self was set up in the Chappell home which became the first gist Stewart Cullin This might have been further link to

site of the Denver Art Museum The Director of the Denver the burgeoning interest in the cultures of Central America

Art Museum was the German artist Arnold Ronnebeck He probably also accompanied his mentor Frank Applegate

1885 pupil of Maillol and Bourdelle whose studio in Paris to the satellite school of the Chappell Art School in Santa

was the same as that used by Augustus Saint-Gaudens who Fe New Mexico Applegate was studying southwest Indian

had introduced Marsden Hartley to Expressionism and later art producing books and works that sought to revive the old

came to America where he was member of the circle sur- Pueblo cultures.47 We know that Paul exhibited ceramics in

rounding Alfred Stieglitz Later he moved to the American southwest style in 1928 in an exhibition at the Studio Club

West where he became Director of the fledgling museum formerly the Arts Club at 104/2 Forsyth Street in Atlanta

in Denver Paul St Gaudens was made member of the ad- Georgia.45 This new interest did not diminish his fascination

visory board.4 While in Denver St Gaudens achieved one with the Mayan style as he exhibited several examples of

of his most spectacular commissions four-foot long fired that pattern at the Society of Independent Artists exhibit in

panel of Quetzelcoatl the Mayan Serpent-God.42 Accom- 1928 in New York In 1929 Paul and Annetta were back in

panied by smaller panels the work now lost was apparently California with her relatives and they both exhibited work

produced for mantel in Denver building or house The at the exhibition of Contemporary American Sculpture held

Denver Rocky Mountain News noted the feat at the time and in San Francisco at the California Palace of the Legion of

commented that Paul was making this Mayan style his own.43 Honor from April to October Annetta showed her Monu
He had been working in this style since the early 1920s and ment to Peace and Paul related work Composition Study

would later travel to Bermuda and Cuba but there is no evi- for Madonna This is unusual in his work but reflects his

dence to this point that he ever visited Mexico.44 Previously mothers aspirations for him to follow her in the peace move
mentioned Pauls introduction to Mayan art and culture ment.49 There was one further instance of Pauls involvement

while student in Boston He could have been introduced with this subject matter In 1933 he submitted design for

to the wide world and the excitement of exploration by his the competition to build World War monument in the

neighbor in Cornish the geographer Robert LeMoyne town of Orange Massachusetts His design reminiscent of

Barrett18711969.45 Although there is not specific docu- the work of his parents or uncle depicts classically robed

mentation for it Barrett was well-known to local children female figure standing with laurel crown and sheaf of

and his sister Adela Barrett was sculptor Another sister was wheat next to an Honor Roll of the fallen soldiers The

Juliette Rublee forwhom Paul laterdesignedasetof Mayan- emphasis of the work was expressed in the title1 Let the

style plates.46 Barrett had been around the world and in Word be Peace.5 In contrast the design of Joseph Pollia

South America so it is conceivable that it was he who first chosen by the Committee was educational in tone and not

brought the culture of Central America to Pauls attention classical glorification of the spirit of war

Pauls cousin Augustus Saint-Gaudens II married Penelope In 1930 St Gaudens was mature artist who was named

Roberts whose mother had been married to the archaeolo- Master Craftsman at the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts
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in March He was elected despite the organizations reser- In the same year his first book was published description

vations about his version of art pottery The problem was of pottery technique for children called Clay Craft written for

color or the lack of it in Pauls glazes the Camp Fire Girls.55 This is the first in series of writings

St Gaudens was reminded that in the Depression people by Paul He wrote with an easy grace and command of his

were looking forcheerful bright colors His answer is reveal- material that marks him as good teacher In September

ing 1931 Paul was photographed at his house in Cornish by

Clifton Adams for photo essay in National Geographic Maga
Your conclusions are not far from my own My ideals of zine entitled New Englands Wonderland.54

pottery are the early Korean Chinese and other simple In 1932 Paul and Annctta became involved with the

forms with strong design and rich but subdued color For League of New Hampshire Craftsmen.55 The League was at

several years have had to rush out as much stuff as pos- that time only one year old having been formed in 193

sible to sell as low as possible and the result has been Starting out in the area of Sandwich New Hampshire with

falling between two craft schools Now hope to devote Mrs Randolph Coolidge and in Wolfboro with Coo-

more and more time to individual pieces and to develop- per Ballentine the idea of craft shops that would both pro

ing glazes that are more to my liking will never care vide income and training for people distressed by the

for really bright colors or sophisticated design Many Depression became established in 1931 when Governor

people like my ware because it will blend with almost any John Winant signed legislation creating the New Hampshire

flower arrangement or interior without clashing How- Commission of Arts and Crafts The state became the first

ever frankly admit that am not quite easy in my artis- in the union to officially endorse and train crafts people

tic conscience over some of the products of the kiln and Similar to private initiatives developed by art schools and by

will grow more exacting as economics permit artists such as Applegate in Trenton and Archipenko in New
York and Chicago the new Commission stressed handwork

Pauls answer expressed willingness to try but also stated and individual creativity Frank Staples the first Director of

that it was his intention to work within the construct of an- the League of New Hampshire Arts and Crafts wrote to

cient Chinese and Korean design both in shape and in color Annetta and Paul as part of his systematic process of visiting

For Paul it was not the market value that interested him but each county of the state meeting and developing craft in-

the subtlety of shape texture and color From November to terest in artisans already working In June they were asked

December he was given an exhibition of his work at Dart- to send pottery to the shops in Concord and in November

mouth College and later wrote an article for the Gazette of they were asked to teach pottery in Dover New Hampshire

Hanover New Hampshire describing his view of pottery and Annetta replied to the offer agreeing to begin the teaching

its manufacture.2 In December 1931 Paul presented lee- until her son could take over.56 Her mention of his ill health

ture at Dartmouth on Techniques of Pottery which came refers to Pauls diagnosis earlier with Hodgkins Disease and

out of an earlier lecture mentioned in the newspaper article is the first public acknowledgement of his illness
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Paul St Gaudens Studs or the raiigc Mayan design from Study of Maya Art by Herbert Spinden 1913 used almost directly

Massachusetts Peace Monument Pencil and ink from figure 192 by Paul
for

dinner
plate for

Juliette Rublee

on paper 1933 s/ in Swarthmore College

Peace Collection Stvarthmore
College

In the early 1930s St Gaudens began spending the win- couple lavished attention on the buildings recalling the early

ters in Florida He went there because of his health but he Florida rustic style with exposed beams carved wood doors

had spent time there even as child visiting his uncle An- and other amenities The property at Loquot Street served

drew Saint-Gaudens and his Aunt Augusta Saint-Gaudens as gallery and store front where Paul sold his pottery his

widow of the sculptor.57 Despite his poor health in 1933 he mother Annetta had her pieces and Margaret worked on jew-

had recovered enough to send more work to the League elry and ceramic objects Sales were never brisk and there

shops including the nearby shop in Claremont New Hamp- were long dry spells with few if any customers They did find

shire He also entered works in the Second Ceramics Na- few galleries in the local area of Coconut Grove and South

tional Robineau Memorial Exhibition in Syracuse New Miami that offered some of their pieces for sale

York This was the most important exhibition of ceramics in As the Depression wore on they tried to increase sales

the country and marked step in his continued growth as by bringing down antiques from New England to sell in the

known artist.58 south hoping for few dollars to live on The living was

In January 1934 Paul visited the Bahamas and apparently easier in the warmth of the Florida sun and his health which

spent time working on pottery of Mexican inspiration.59 It always seems to have been weak improved He writes to his

seems odd to be studying Mexican pottery in the Bahamas mother about how fat he is becoming and sends photographs

unless perhaps he went there as well He also began pat- to his family and friends to prove it While the living was

tern that year of spending the summer in Cornish and the good the pottery seems not to have been very active in

winter in Florida He continued to send pottery to the League Florida The kiln was set up in back of the Florida house and

shops and exhibited once again in the Ceramics Nationals some pieces were produced especially in the 930s There

In 1935 he and his mother began the Pelican Pottery at 3803 seems to have always been great plans for the future but the

Loquot Avenue just south of Coconut Grove They held an realization was often delayed

exhibit at their studio hoping to increase sales by opening Health was apparently always an issue for St Gaudens

their own shop In August they were back in Cornish for the Even as child his letters reveal concern about his weight

unveiling of the monument designed by Annetta and Paul his eating habits and his health in general About 1932 he

for the naturalist and writer Ernest Harold Baynes 1868 had visited the prominent physician Francis Wood of

1925 erected in his honor at the Meriden Bird Sanctuary Philadelphia later on the staff at St Lukes Hospital in New
in New Hampshire.6 This was the site of the earlier Sanc- York City.62 There he was diagnosed with Hodgkins Disease

tuaiy play that was performed across the country as clarion which eventually killed him in 1954 Through the years there

call to conserve fast-disappearing bird species especially the were periods of remission when his health improved but then

Egrets whose plumes were sought for womens hats there were times of further complications such as bout with

He met young artist Margaret Parry in Florida and they brucellosis in 1945 He was initially devastated by the news

were married inJuly 1936.61 They built home at Matheson of his terminal illness and later wrote an essay about how

Hammock off Old Cutler road in Coral Gables The young not to handle this kind of news.63 In it he gives advice that is
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useful for all of us At first he told people of his illness and in the studio slowed as well as Paul tried to concentrate more

that he would probably die soon Later he regretted doing on writing and teaching

that commenting that people shut out person who is It was at this time that Paul tried to become involved in

deemed terminal He gave away possessions and cut him- ceramics program that was being considered at Dartmouth

self off from activities and people The illness also made him College in Hanover The School for American Craftsmen at

come to terms with his own mental baggage confronting Dartmouth began in 1944 as part of the post war Rehabili

the hard facts of his own personal disappointments Later tation Training Program of the American Craftsmens Edu
when he did not die he lived for 23 years after the initial cational Council.65 What began as training for returning

diagnosis he was sorry that he had reacted so abruptly and veterans was reorganized in 1946 when the program moved

that he had told so many people to Alfred University New York State School of Ceramics

By the late 1930s he was an established artist of renown Paul tried apparently unsuccessfully to join with the Dart-

He regularly exhibited in national exhibitions including An mouth College program.66 He was asked to work on pro-

Exhibition of Contemporary American Ceramics selected posal to use native clays to promote ceramics manufacture

from the Seventh Robineau Exhibition in Syracuse New in New Hampshire This also foundered when insufficient

York His white glazed vase traveled to Minnesota Pennsyl- deposits of suitable clay were discovered in the State.67 He

vania Ohio New York and Illinois His bas-relief plaque spent great deal of effort identifying clay deposits in the

Negro Warrior See catalogue Collection of the Saint- state but finally this like all his later efforts went nowhere

Gaudens National Historic Site was included in the Exhi- About 1946 he pulled away from Margaret divorcing her

bition of Contemporary American Art at the Worlds Fair quietly in 1948 and began nomadic life of moving from

inNewYorkCityin l939andlaterthatsummerattheCur- place to place in New Hampshire living in Keene and

rier Gallery of Art in Manchester New Hanipshire.64 fa- Marlboro and finally in Boston to be near the Peter Bent

miliar face William Zorach was on the sculpture committee Brigham Clinic where he spent his final days In these last

for the Fair years he came to depend on two women Izette DeForest

The death of his mother Annetta in 1943 was watershed an Adlerian psychologist living in Keene New Hampshire

in his life She had devoted her life to him and the two shared and Georgina Johnston who later became his agent and

close relationship She introduced him to important places helpmate He even dedicated his last book Craft Pottery and

and people in the development of his career He only really its Methods to them along with his teachers The two women

came into his own when he married in 1936 After that time were support friend and medical and personal advisors.68

he writes with more authority to her advising her as often From 19491952 Paul published series of technical ar

as she did him In the 940s the pace of his life changed His tides in Craft Horizons detailing his working methods and

mothers death was shock Two years later in 1945 he was mechanical innovations for kilns he designed.69 Peter

back in the Hanover hospital with brucellosis He wrote for Pinnells essay for more detail Here and in the manuscript

advice to his first doctor Francis Wood The pace of work for Craft Pottery and its Methods he set out his final
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thoughts on his craft writing with skill and clarity Together unified style that he made his own The teaching of art pot-

these writings are testament to his life work His last ex- tery was major concern in the period between the two

hibit came at the NorwichVermont Craft Shop on October World Wars as artists sought craft that could provide in-

26 1950 An article in local newspaper described the work spiration and income for people who might not be artisti

as ashtrays to small sculptural figures.7 In 1953 he and cally trained There was very democratic notion that useful

Arthur Jackson published his most popular book How to crafts could help raise people out of the poverty of the De
Mend China and Bric-a-Brac.7 The publication of Craft Pot- pression and bring back the interest in handcrafts seen as

tery and its Methods which had seemed assured fell apart hallmark of the Nations past Ceramics was understood by

by 1950 andwasnevercompleted On February 11954 Paul Paul and others as unique in the sense that unlike painting

St Gaudens died at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Bos- and sculpture it was much more attainable by people of all

ton and his remains were placed in Chase Cemetery Cornish abilities from young to old His work stands at crossroads

New Hampshire in the history of ceramics in the United States he is neither

His death was quiet and almost unnoticed in the press traditional nor modern but combination of the two As an

His legacy however did continue Margaret Parry St Gaud- experimenter and describer of glazes and kilns he influenced

ens remained to maintain the house and studio in Cornish artists in his day and possibly again His use of ancient Chi

until 1970 when it was sold The house and studio were lost nese Korean Persian and early American methods is impor

to fire in 1980 In 1973 Georgina Johnston donated Pauls tant and his continued themes of Mayan and Southwest

papers to Dartmouth College and in December of 1992 Mar- Pueblo design looked forward He should be remembered

garet Parry St Gaudens died in Miami Florida for his humor his passion and his love of ceramics He

This exhibition held at the Saint-Gaudens National His- worried at times about his place in the strong tradition of his

tone Site in 2001 brings kind of closure to his life and work powerful artistic family but in the end he did his part well

In the final analysis Paul St Gaudens was influential as and his legacy while quiet has continued

writer and teacher and he served as catalyst for art pottery

in the 1920s1930s bringing together the teachings of Frank

Applegate Oscar Bachelder and Charles Fergus Binns into Henry Dully Ph.D is Curator Saint Gaudens National Historic Site
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Notes

The literature on Paul St Gaudens is minimal During his lifetime Frank Applegate introduced Paul St Gaudens to ancient Chinese and

there was one article Alice Van Leer Carrick The Orchard Potter- Korean pottery as well as to Native American styles The discovery

ies Country Life January 1926 pp 4850 illus He was photographed of what we now call multi-culturalism was made popular in the gen

in the National Geographic Magazine September1931 vii He is eral press popular culture and scientific journals during this time

mentioned in articles for the Denver Post October 10 1926 16 period Discovery of Tutankhamons tomb and Mayan pyramids the

Sculptor Says Denver Will Be New Center of Pottery Making and city of Machu Picchu as well as African sculpture by archaeologists

the Rocky Mountain News April 24 1927 10 March 1928 were source of inspiration to artists architects and the general popu

and in the Miami Daily News March 25 1935 The only modern lace

biography is John Dryfhout Paul St Gaudens 19001954 and DCL ML Box 86
the Orchard Kiln Pottery Pottery

Collectors Newsletter Ill XII Sep
tember 1974pp 171174 The house was historic but cold Paul wrote an amusing essay about

his childhood experiences Long Ago and the Farther Away the

Louis St Gaudens was himself classically trained sculptor He stud-
BetterDCL ML4 Box 81 describing how his mother cooked

ied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and in Rome and collaborated with
on the large open hearthand his sleeping arrangements in room in

his brother on among other works the Farragut Monument the
the garret The house became progressively colder as he went up to

Cornelius Vanderbilt II house and the Villard Houses His own work
his little room He piled layers and layers on top of him The Cob-

included figures for the New York Customs House the Civil War
nial Revival lifestyle was an extreme version of common interest at

Memorial lions on the interior staircase of the Boston Public Library
the time The period before the First World War and the end of the

and the monumental figures on the interior and exterior of the Union
Second World War was one of intense cultural nostalgia for the sim

Station in Washington DC He received gold medal for his Pip-
plicity and presumed innocence and purity of the Colonial period

ing Pan at the 1901 Pan-American Exposition His wife Annetta
Annetta St Gaudens maintained lifetime commitment to this style

Johnson St Gaudens was born in Ohio and studied at the Art Stu-
Paul seems to have endured the harshness of

it but he found the

dents League from 18921894 with John Twachtman and Augustus
Spartan living prepared him for the rigors of the Depression

Saint-Gaudens It was Augustus who asked Annetta to join his New

York studio as an assistant Annetta worked in variety of media her- 10 Arvia MacKaye Ege The Power of
the

Impossible The Life Story of Percy and

self completing the monumental figure of Painting for the St Louis
Marion MacKaye FalmouthMaine The Kennebec River Press 1992

Art Museum that had been started by her husband and winning the pp 132133 recording visit of November 221905

McMillin Prize of the National Association of Women Painters and His father Louis wrote several times to his wife after he had moved

Sculptors in 1913 She was teacher throughout her career and was back to Cornish to prepare for her arrival with the baby He speaks

strongly committed to social causes Homer Saint-Gaudens although about the loneliness of walking into the room and seeing the babys
not an artist himself was active as museum administrator and as crib lying empty DCL ML Box 32 45

writer He was graduate of Harvard University and served in World
12 Interview with Annetta St Gaudens Philadelphia Public Ledger Little

War as lieutenant colonel in the 40th Engineers and commander
Woman Who Breathes the Rarified Air of Bigness by Frances Duncan

of its camouflage unit He was assistant director of the Carnegie In-

September 19 1920 DCL ML Box 110 Portfolio The close
stitute Gallery of Art Pittsburgh from 192223 and Director from

doubt influenced by two subsequent miscarriages Theness was no
19231950 His books include The American Artist and His Tinies 1943

loss of the two babies had heavy impact on Annetta and Louis The
and the story of his fathers life The Reminiscences

of Augustus Saint-Gaudens
author of this piece knew the St Gaudens family well Frances Duncan

1913 He was founder of the Saint-Gaudens Memorial in Cornish
18771972 was garden writer who had first visited Cornish NH

New Hampshire
in 1905 She wrote extensively about the Cornish Colony gardens

In letter to Frank Staples at the League of New Hampshire Crafts-
including Aspet The Gardens of Cornish Century Magazine 72

men then called the New Hampshire League of Arts and Crafts dated May 1906 pp 319 She was the first garden editor for The La-

June 28 1932 Paul describes his pottery It takes little time and dies Home Journal novelist My Garden Doctor Doubleday 1914 and
trouble to get the average person to appreciate the to them subtle founder of the Womans National Garden Association and the Cac
difference between hand made and factory made piece of pottery tus and Succulent Society of America For more on her life see Colby/
and why it costs so much more They are apt to judge by the vio- Atkinson pp 18 1183
lence of the color If vase doesnt stand Out like an electric sign at

13 Annetta St Gaudens was active throughout her life in the cause of
40 yards it isnt very good In the first place the pieces should be well

peace and disarmament as well as rights for women and also the
placed and grouped and not put in competition with bright colors

Now and then single piece might be specifically placed with flow- ravages of alcohol and prostitution Her interest was passionate and

active with membership in groups such as the Womens International
ers in it to show how the soft and low-keyed colors harmonize with

Peace Movement
the flowers and surroundings It is very important to call the eager

inquirers attention to the fact that the pottery is entirely hand made 14 See footnote above and DCL ML Box 32 45 am also in-

from kneading the raw clay and turning the shape on the potters wheel debted to the remembrance of Pauls lifelong friend Edwin Battison

to mixing and applying the glaze and adding any design or ornament Windsor VT

used The firing is done mostly by myself in kiln on the place Each
15 have used the resources of collection of over 600 glass plate nega

piece is unique and created by itself and there are no duplicates
tives and photographic prints from the studio of Louis and Annetta

League Archives State Library of New Hampshire Concord NH
St Gaudens given by Margaret St Gaudens and John Dryfhout to

Paul St Gaudens papers are in the collections of Dartmouth College the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Ace 1978

Special Collections Dartmouth College Library Henceforth DCL
16 Both Paul and his mother wrote to each other about the loss Paul

Paul St Gaudens wrote what he called an Autobiography dated
struggled with his feelings of remorse for the suddenness of his fathers

Christmas 1948 which is really the sad musings on life and religion death and whether Louis might have brought on his own death by
of man who felt that the end was near Information can also be

his proclivity to alcohol Annetta writes letter back telling him he

gleaned from his collected correspondence must not blame his father that he was the central focus in her life

The papers at Dartmouth include correspondence notes on techni- and man that she really loved Paul apparently never quite adjusted

cal aspects of his pottery and drafts of writings including short sto- his emotions regarding his fathers early death See DCL ML4Box

ries and the draft for his articles and books ML-4 818283110 86

He explains this theory in letter of 1948 to the New York Times 17 The play written by Percy MacKaye Sanctuary Bird Masque
New York Frederick Stokes 1914 with autochromes by Arnold
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Genthe and music by Frederick Converse was first presented in both of whom were active at the Peabody Museum at Harvard

Meriden New Hampshire on September 12 1913 What would have Spindens book Study of Maya At was published in 1913 and com
been only of local interest became national story because of the parison of illustrations in it to the work of St Gaudens shows that

presence of President Woodrow Wilson who came because his wife this was source for much of what Paul did There are numerous

was patron and his two daughters were participants The play was examples of Pauls work that are taken directly from the book and

presented across the country over one hundred times bringing the others that were not copied but used as inspiration Paul also used

message of conservation to wide audience the red and black glazing common in Mayan pottery and even the

18 Arvia MacKaye Ege 241 Her description of the play gives won-
notion of figural design set in the center of plate with dark bor

derful immediate account of what it was actually like to be present
der In fact several non-figurative patterns and designs are also taken

from this source He may well have met Spinden and Tozzer while

19 The two sons of the painter Maxfield Parrish were life-long friends
student but there is further connection since both Spinden and

of Paul St Gaudens They shared boyhood adventures and remained Tozzer later visited Santa Fe and would have known Applegate

in correspondence throughout their lives They carried on lifelong number of people have helped me with this research am especially

interest in collecting guns and talking about girls indebted to Professor Kristaan Villela of Santa Fe New Mexico Paul

20 The basic story is told by William Zorach in Art is My Life New York may have known as well about the work of Sylvanus Griswold Morley

World Publishing Co 1967 pp 4751 For more information see 18831948 who was director of the Carnegie Archaeological Pro-

Virginia Colby andjames Atkinson Footprints of the Past Images of gram in Mexico from 19141929 where he was responsible for re

Cornish New Hampshire and the Cornish Colony Concord New storing the site at Chichen ltza His research was primarily in Mayan

Hampshire Historical Society 1996 172ff am also indebted to writing As part of the Carnegie Institution he would have been

Dana Labinsky of Santa Fe New Mexico for sharing information from known to Homer Saint-Gaudens

her just-published biography of Frank Applegate 28 The letter from Faulkner is DCL ML Box 86 dated November

21 See Labinsky The papers of Frank Applegate are at the University of 1921 The
trip is known through Pauls correspondence and by

New Mexico Southwest Research Library the presence of drawings done in Europe His mother Annetta accom

panied him as well The trip was made possible by an annuity of
22 William Zorach Art is My Life p5_51

$50000 that had been left Paul by his father There is drawing in

23 See Christine Oaklander Clara Davidges Madison Art Gallery private collection of Stephen Parrish dated 1922 done in Rome which

Sowing the Seed for the Armory Show Archives of American Art Jour- the young Paul has humorously labeled Signor Frizzoni referring to

Hal 3634 1996 pp2O37 Stephen Parrishs beard The Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

24 want to thank Laura Sundstrom at the Museum School Library for
owns sketchbook from this trip with drawings of people and places

her assistance in my research While there Paul studied with Philip
seen in Italy swell as notations of Pompeian and other pottery seen

Leslie Hale18651931and LeslieThompson 18801963 Other 29 His work at the British Academy is unknown The building and the

instructors with whom he may have studied included Frederick archives burned in modern times making it difficult to trace what Paul

Bosley 18821942 William James 18821962 and Anson Cross did at the site It is interesting that he went to the British Academy
18621944 Hale was pupil of Alden Weir and the Academic and not the American Academy which had been founded through

Julian His father was Rev Edward Everett Hale 18221909 author the efforts of his Uncle Augustus

of Man Without Country 1863 Leslie Thompson had studied
30 The exception is rather beautiful description in his Autobiography

with Edmund Tarbell They formed Boston community of Paris-

The most poignant sense of
spiritual emotion ever experienced was

trained artists They were traditional artists who began the move away
while watching and listening to high mass at St Peters It wasnt

from classical art but were not in the avant-garde like Applegate and
the chanting or the liturgy but the sight of nun standing nearby

Zorach Paul had several encounters around 1920 with artists who had
Her face was the vision of the most utter serenity have ever seen

been to the Academic Julian This may well have influenced him to
could have worshipped God in herbut not in the magnificent and

go there himself The school was known as place of study for the
solemn spectacle around us DCL Box 8532

human figure and indeed Paul when he was there filled several pages

with sketches of the female nude He clearly did not go there for 31 For recent study of the Academic Julian see Barbara Weinberg

course of study but probably spent no more than day or two in the The Lure of Paris The Academic Julian New York Abbeville Press

studio 1991 pp22 1262 In addition Professor Gabriel Weisberg has re

cently studied the Academic and described the setting and process
25 Naomi Rhodes Reno 18981986 was born in Lynn Massachusetts

of the school in conversation with me am grateful for his assis
and after training at the Museum of Fine Arts School with Philip Hale

tance
and others she moved to WashingtonDC where she made name

as portrait painter She eventually taught at the University of Iowa 32 See Pat Johnstons essay for greater detail about the crucial impor

Naomi Rhodes lived briefly in Florence
Italy in 1924 and may have tance of this training in North Carolina Ms Johnston discusses the

even seen Paul on his European trip They remained friendly for many role of Bachelders associate the potter Walter Benjamin Stephen

years with her visiting Cornish in the summers At one time Naomi 18751961 His outdoor kiln and his wares are strikingly similar

and Paul were engaged Her great-nephew Michael Hanley of Derry to the Orchard Kiln in Cornish We are indebted to Ms Johnston

NH provided assistance in the writing of this section for her assistance in understanding the importance of this artist in the

development of Pauls career
26 The correspondence of Annetta St Gaudens preserved at the Dart

mouth College Library Dartmouth College is full of references to
33 He lived at 617 Knickerbocker Avenue Annetta was living at 589

her interest in social causes Paul refers to it as well often carrying Halsey Street few blocks away New York appears frequently in

on written debates back and forth in letters to and from his mother Pauls experience but the specific dates are not yet clear It is known

Frank Applegate was also deeply concerned with issues such as pov-
that Paul was amongst the circle of avant-Jarde artists in the city but

erty and the forces of good versus evil Dana Labinsky discusses this
he seems not to have

fully adopted the emerging style of modern-

in depth in her new biography of Frank Applegate ism He spent time at the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design as did his

future wife Margaret He exhibited with the New York Society of
27 Mayan art was becoming known in this period During the 1920s cc-

Craftsmen at the Art Center Building and he exhibited at the Civic
lebnities wealthy New York women and newspaper reporters were

Club at 14 West 12th Street An interesting side note is the presence
exploring the emerging ruins in Mexico Knowledge of this culture

of Herbert Spinden the describer of Mayan art and ceramics work-
would have been in the air It is likely that Paul became interested

ing at the Brooklyn Museum at this time It is likely that Paul made
in Mayan art while at Boston Early discoveries were being published

contact with him since he was working on number of Mayan influ
by two early anthropologists Albert Tozzer and Herbert Spinden

enced pieces many of which have sources in Spindens book
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34 For discussion of the importance of Charles Fergus Binns see Mar- ceramist and friend of Paul St Gaudens am indebted to Hugh

garet Carney et al Charles Fergus Binns TheFat her of Americas Studio Grant Director of the Vance Kirkland Foundation for his assistance

Ceramics New York Hudson Hills Press 1998 in bringing this fascinating connection to my attention

35 DCL Box 245 42 Professor Kristaan Villela has pointed Out the similarity of this image

36 Alice Van Leer Carrick Mrs Prescott Skinner The Orchard Pot-
to photographs in Herbert Spindens book Study of Maya Art 1913

teries Country Life January 1926 pp4850 The article is important
The round object above the snake is from ball court at Chicuan

and is illustrated in Spindens book Another possible source is the
because it gives an insight into Pauls thought and his surroundings

book The Plumed
Serpent written by DH Lawrence after his trip toThe photograph referred to is theatrical pose with Paul dressed prob

Mexico where he was accompanied by Witter Bynner and George
ably as medieval workman in kind of tunic with heavy leather

belt He is shown in profile and holds up cat sculpture The author
and Juliette Rublee The book was published in 1926 the year be

fore Pauls sculpture Lawrence had originally called the book
lived in Webster Cottage Hanover New Hampshire now the

Hanover Historical Society She was known author of stories and Quetzelcoatl but the publisher thought that too difficult for the En-

articles about the history and lore of New England
glish-speaking audience The original version of the book was only

recently published Witter Bynners photographs of his
trip

with the

37 DCL Box February 1926 His cousin Homer responds in kind Lawrences are now in the Witter Bynner Photographs in the DH
noting the fancied similarity to the great screen idol Of course you Lawrence Collection 192223 at the University of Nottingham
and Rudolph Valentino enhance your exotic features with the cutest England Manuscripts and Special Collections The Cornish con-

little sideburns in the world so why not get photographedi nection of Bynner and the Rublees may indicate that Paul could have

38 The Fine Arts Building at 811 West 7th Street in Los Angeles was known of the book Bynner 18811968 was poet who had lived

designed by Albert Walker and Percy Eisen originally as stu- in Cornish with Pauls cousin Homer and his wife Carlotta Saint

dio building for artists In addition to the sculpture byJohnson there Gaudens His translations of ancient Chinese poetry and the annual

is also lobby decorated with tile murals of Architecture Painting Poetry Prize in his name at the American Academy of Arts and Let-

Textile Arts and Ceramics by Ernest Batchelder and other decora- ters has made his place in the history of American literature

tive pieces The building opened in December1926 and Burt 43 Denver Rocky Mountain News 1926 The present whereabouts of

Johnson who suffered heart attack during the construction was
this piece is unknown

stricken second time in March The building has recently been re
44 The visit to Cuba is described in DCL ML-4Box 854 The letter is

stored by Barbara Levin Associates thank her for her assistance in

undated except for the notation April but because his wife Marga
writing this section

ret is mentioned the date has to be after 1936 Paul and Margaret
39 See Archives of American Art Smithsonian Institution Washing- visited Havana Trinidad and found themselves out in the country

ton DC Papers of Alexander Archipenko Microfilm Roll NAb with boy they met on the street They were headed for local fi

also wish to thank Frances Archipenko Gray and Alexander Gray of
esta but the bus broke down He describes the landscape with miles

the Archipenko Foundation in Woodstock New York for their assis- of cane fields palms and mountains They saw very little pottery

tance The dates are interesting also since Paul claims to be an in-
mainly utilitarian objects Another time he mentions possible trip

structor in Woodstock in 1927 and most of the literature for the
to Pinar del Rio on the western shore of Cuba with his cousin Augustus

school is dated from the early 1930s In fact the original studio for Saint-Gaudens wifes family the Cullins but it seems to have not

Archipenko was built in Woodstock in 1930 Paul was probably as- materialized The Visit to Bermuda was earlier having occurred in

sisting in an earlier form of the school The philosophy expressed 1933 League of New Hampshire Craftsmen Archives State Library

by Archipenko is indicative of the trend of artists such as Applegate NH Paul hoped to establish studio in Bermuda writing to his

Zorach and others to continue the reinvigoration of the handwork mother about possible available sites December 1933
technique in art As the world around them changed artists of this

45 See Colby/Atkinson Footpiints of
the Past 13034

mind-set were focusing on hand crafts as return to earlier values of

quality and individuality The relationship is interesting as it is an- 46 The design for this plate comes almost directly from Figure 192 of

other example of Paul near the center of the new European art move- Herbert Spindens book Study of Maya Art CambridgeMA Peabody

ment of abstraction He never fully adopted the style himself but he Museum 1913 The image comes from painted ceramic bowl found

did accept their emphasis on forging an individual style through di- at Copan

rect hand work What Archipenko was doing with Arko was exactly 47 Frank Applegate Indian Stories from the Pueblos with an introduc
what Paul wanted for pottery himself but he was less successful in

tion by Witter Bynner Applegate was major figure in the revival of

his attempts to produce similar pattern Arko worked because the
Native American and Spanish culture in New Mexico The papers for

organization was set up to work with any group of artists
and in any

Applegate are at the University of New Mexico
place

48 DCL ML Box 88 Unknown Newspaper Family to Show Sculp
40 The Chappell School was at 1300 Logan Avenue in Denver It was

ture Tiles Throughout Week
the home of Chappell who gave the building to the fledgling Denver

Art Museum It functioned from 192430 as an art school Annetta
49 Paul posed for the central figure and reclining male in his mothers

came here to serve as head of the sculpture department and Paul took monument Salvation one copy of the polychrome terra cotta re

the position of instructor for ceramics
lief was made for the Washington DC office of the Womens Inter

national League for Peace and Freedom second copy was in

41 Ronnebeck appears again in the story as he wrote review of Willa
Cornish NH Both are now unlocated His own feeling about his

Cathers book Death Conies
for

the Archbishop in which the seemingly mothers driving passion for social causes is expressed in his Autobi
Cubist arrangement of the novel is seen in terms of the paintings of

ography He was tormented throughout his life by feelings of guilt

Frank Applegate See Polly Duryea Paintings and Drawings in Willa
for every human emotion he felt that seemed tainted with the evil

Cat hers Prose Catalogue Raisonne University of Nebraska Ph dis-
his mother saw in sex and alcohol Her strong possessiveness in rela

sertation 1993l am quoting here from the University of Nebraska
tion to her son was comforting and exasperating to him

website on Cather April 19 2001 listed as Applegate Guy Frank

sicThe review is listed on the website as Rocky Mountain News 50 St Gaudens did not receive the commission which went instead to

Autumn 1927 1927 33 Ronnebeck had attracted the New York sculptor Joseph Pollia 18931954 Pollia who was

Georgia OKeefe Marsden Hartley and others to visit Denver One known for his war memorials studied in Boston at the Museum of Fine

of the other artists Paul met was Vance Kirkland who became ma- Arts School with Bela Pratt who had been an assistant of Augustus

jor modern artist in Colorado Kirkland was on the faculty at the
Saint-Gaudens His monument depicting World War soldier

Chappell School and later created the school of the Denver Art seated speaking to child was unveiled in 1934 and still stands in

Museum at the Chappell House He was modernist painter and Wheeler Memorial Park The design was formulated by the chairman
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of the Monument Committee Reverend Wallace Fiske The inten- 60 See Colby/Atkinson Footprints of the Past ppl 38144 Paul designed

tion was to develop monument to the horrors of war and not to the layout of the monument and did the lettering He incorporated

glorify it The local veterans also wanted monument that would not portrait medallion by his mother into the piece as well

forget them The complete story of the monument is found in John
61 Margaret Parry 19041992 talented artist textile and jewelry de

Bodner ed Bonds of Affection Americans Define Their Patriotism Princeton
signer has not been studied in the literature See the Catalogue for

Princeton University Press 1996 See Chapter David Glassberg
brief biography and illustrations of some of her work

andJ Michael Moore Patriotism in Orange The Memory of World

War tin Massachusetts Town ppl6ll9O Paul St Gaudens de- 62 He was the patient of Dr Francis Wood Sr 19011990who was

sign is illustrated on 172 and discussed on pp 171173 Although
well-known military physician who did important work with the

the design was rejected very similar draped figure was used on the study of angina in cardiac patients Christopher Stanwood Historic

title plaque on the front of the pedestal Janice Lanou Director of the
Reference Librarian of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia

Orange Library and Carolyn Singer Director of the Haverhill Mas- Francis Wood Institute for the History of Medicine provided bio

sachusetts Historical Society provided information about the monu- graphical information about Dr Wood

ment The drawings for Pauls monument are currently in the 63 DCL ML4 Box 82 Courage My Friend and Hopel The Teach-

collection of the Swarthmore College Peace Collection Wendy ings of Twenty Years of Fatal Disorder He states that the worst

Chmielewski Curator brought these drawings to my attention mistake is to remain negative in the face of severe test Everyone

51 Typed notation from the file of Paul St Gaudens in the Archives of
has bright lamp in his soul but it clears away no darkness until it is

the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts housed in the Boston Public
lit His worst enemy was his fear of the terminal illness Although

Library Fine Arts Division One reviewer of Pauls application to be he was healthy much of the time he focused on the bad times By

named as Master Craftsman stated while there were some at-
clinging to the conviction that was in bad way and not long for

tractive glazes the general effect is sombre and bit drab think this world made life general tribulation for myself- and others

people are trying to cheer themselves up during this Depression by
He advises family to be loving and encouraging friends to stay away

color and pottery lends itself so well to color that they choose those from stories of others with the same disease and the patient to work

which have it instead of those that have not closely with the doctor He notes that better attitude can be formed

if one remembers that the disease is not curse nor is it personal
52 Pottery Ancient and Modern The Gazette Hanover NH Novem- No evil power selects you for special calamity and neither is it fate

ber 1930 Article found in Daniels Scrapbook Archives of the Cor-
nor bad luck The emotional effect of the disease on the patient will

nish NH Historical Society
be mastered by activity Paul found solace by working with others

53 Paul St Gaudens Clay Craft New York City Camp Fire Outfitting By adjusting to his limitations and making other people his prime

Company Book Number Seven of the Library of the Seven Crafts of concern he felt that he could live with his disease

the Camp Fire Girls 1931 The book although written for children
64 The frame for the piece was made by Elmer Bartlett an itinerant art-

is complete description of the artists technique and philosophy In
st and photographer and long-time neighbor in Cornish Paul was

it he illustrates and describes his brick beehive kiln his own inven-
pleased with the effect but thought the frame should have been of

tion and gives sources and references am particularly grateful to
simple wood It is not certain whether this piece was part of the New

Debra Huwar of the Camp Fire Boys and Girls National Office for

Hampshire State Exhibit or the general art exhibition at the Fair It is

arranging the loan of this very rare book to the exhibition Paul St

interesting to see that the catalogue is full of imagery based on Afri
Gaudesis 19001954 Ceramic

Artist
held at the Saint-Gaudens National

can and other non-western cultural origins This was major theme
Historic Site August 25 October 31 2001

for the exhibit and reflects the increased awareness of non-European

54 The photograph is an autochrome See Clifton Adams New cultures current at the time and the general public perception link-

Englands Wonderland National Geographic Magazine LX Sep- ing these cultures to modernism In this Paul was part of an artistic

tember 1931 VII movement begun in Paris by Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso who

saw in these styles direct depiction of form and emotion
55 My history of the League is drawn from Betty Steele The League

Its First Forty Years published by the League of NH Craftsmen The 65 The organizational papers are at Dartmouth College Dartmouth

Archives of the League are at the State Library Concord NH The College Library Special Collections

files indicate the neatness and order of the proceeding with each
66 Paul wrote to Professor Artemus Packard at Dartmouth Packard wrote

county and year separated The letter is dated June 10 1932
back on January 281947 DCL ML4 Box 81 Paul proposed that

56 November 20 1932 he be given studio space in return for opening the studio to students

57 Andrew Saint-Gaudens 18511891 was the youngest brother of 67 In his papers at Dartmouth are the New Hampshire Mineral Resources Sur

Augustus and Louis Saint-Gaudens He was sent to France as young vey of 1941 and Meyers New Hampshire Minerals and Mines 1941

man to receive training in the arts as well and for time was painter
68 DCL ML4 Box 81

of ceramics at Limoges He did not stay in this field however and

was the only brother who chose to follow different course After
69 The articles which were extracts from his book Craft Pottery were

his early death Augustus Saint-Gaudens became the legal guardian published in CraftHorizons Planning the Pot Shop winter 1949

of his niece Marie Saint-Gaudens who was Jewelry designer of some 94 pp 1819 Methods Devices and Dodges spring 1950

skill Their influence on Paul is hard to assess but it is important to vi pp 2425 The Workshop-Mechanics of Potters Wheel

note that his other uncle and cousin had some talent and interest in
autumn 1951 11 pp 3438 The Workshop Making

ceramics and the arts Louis St Gaudens Pauls father had also worked Power Driven Wheel MayJune 1952 12 3pp 4043 and

at Limoges as young man and maintained friendship with three The Workshop How to Make an Electric Kiln November-De

of Augustus Saint-Gaudens close friends the ceramist andenamellist cember 1952 v12 pp 4245

Alfred Gamier 1848aftl9l the ceramist and painter Albert-Louis 70 The article dated October 26 1950 is found in the archives of the

Damousse 18481926 who was director at Sevres and the sculp- Cornish Historical Society and comes from the Daniels Scrapbook
tom Paul Laurent Bion 18451897 Although little known in the

at the Historical Society of Windsor Vermont The newspaper is not

United States these were all innovative and very important European named

decorative artists

71 Paul St Gaudens and Arthur Jackson How to Mend China and Eric-a

58 See Barbara Perry ed American Ceramics The Collection of the Everson Brac as hobby as business Boston Charles Branford Co 1953
Museum

of Art New York Rizzoli 1989

59 Noted in letter from Elizabeth Hawkins to Annetta St Gaudens in

the files of the State Library in Concord New Hampshire
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Paul St Gaudens and the Emerging Studio Pottery Movement

Ulysses Grant Dietz

On March 28 1924 Alice Kendall assistant to John Newark purchased one of the Oscar Bachelder piecesa
Cotton Dana founding director of The Newark Museum small ovoid vase glazed in shiny black Albany slip which was

wrote to Mrs Louis St Gaudens in Brooklyn New York listed as thirty dollars but for which the museum only paid

asking if she and her son would be interested in lending five

group of their pottery for an exhibition opening on Aprilfourth These were the final purchases of modern ceramics that

or fifth Miss Kendall had seen the St Gaudens work at the The Newark Museum would make before halting its exhibi

Art Center in New York and specifically asked that blue tion schedule in June of 1924 to begin the process of pack-

and white jar numbered 251 be held for the Museum Ap- ing up its collections new museum building gift of Newark

parently this short notice didnt phase either of the St department store owner Louis Bamberger was under con

Gaudens and on March 31 Paul St Gaudens replied to Miss struction two blocks away and would eventually open in

Kendall suggesting group of two dozen pieces that were March of 1926 The display of St Gaudens pottery marked

about to come back from other exhibitions Promptly on the end of the first and seminal phase of The Newark

April third the Museum received shipment of twenty-five Museums history as collector of modern design and spe

pieces of pottery nine by Annetta fifteen by her son Paul ciuically of modern pottery and porcelain Previous to the St

and small terra cotta sculpture by her late husband Louis Gaudens exhibit which was sort of the museums first one

On the sixth of May Paul sent another small parcel of five man show of modern pottery Newark had hosted two other

pieces two more by him and an ambitious piece with sculp- important ceramics exhibitions The first in 1910 the year

tural handles by his mother Additionally he included two after its founding was simply called Modern American Pot-

pieces by friend and mentor Oscar Louis Bachelder who tery and had included many of famous names in the Amen-

ran the Omar Khayyam Pottery in Candler North Carolina can Art Pottery world as well as large selection of the new

Paul wanted these to be added to the exhibit in Newark for porcelains made by Walter Scott Lenoxs Lenox China The

the last two weeks of its run which ended on May 20 second in 1915 was called The Clay Products of New Jer

The Newark Museum ultimately purchased three pieces sey and had covered the entire range of New Jerseys rich

from the exhibitionbut not the one Miss Kendall had mi- history as ceramic center from the seventeenth century to

tially requested from the New York display which was piece the modern industrial world Two other exhibitions had also

by Annetta Instead they bought three different shapes made brought contemporary art ceramics into the collection the

by the twenty-four-year-old Paul bowl with flaring rim two Modern German Applied Arts exhibitions each includ

for $5 broad baluster-shaped vase for $10 and globular ing hundreds of objects in 1912 and again in 1923 Thus

vase with short bottle neck for $6 All three pieces were by the time Annetta and Paul St Gaudens were invited to

glazed in dripping layers of soft blue and green over white show their work the Museum Rooms at the Newark Free

They were also among the least expensive of the pieces lent Public Library the fledgling institution was well established

by the St Gaudens which ranged upwards in price to fif- as venue for the exhibition of ceramics of all kinds

teen eighteen twenty-five and forty dollars In addition The three pieces acquired by The Newark Museum from
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By Oscar Louis Bachelder Candler North Carolina part of the Modern German Applied Arts c1 oon nJiidng German and Austrian amics

Purchased byThe Newark Museum in 1924 directly
Newark \Iseun \rshs

from the artist 24.200

Paul St Gaudens in 1924 were emblematic of the state of paradise but it really looks as if he managed to make pots

the young studio pottery movement in America in the early wherever he was His pieces in Newark are signed to show

1920s When Paul St Gaudens was born in 1900 the Amen- that they were made on Knickerbocker Street in Brooklyn

can art pottery movement was well underway its Victorian and not in Cornish In 1922 he showed four pieces of his

roots dating back to the late 870s Paul grew up surrounded pottery at the Society of Independent Artists in New York

by highly artistic progressive family as the art pottery probably coincident with stint studying with Alexander

movement reached its greatest flowering He reached his Archipenko at the Ecole Archipenko That same year he tray-

maturity as art potteries were beginning to lose their luster eled abroad to study ceramics in France Italy and England

both for aesthetic and for economic reasonsand at time In 192324 after finishing his time with Applegate he

when romantic notions of cooperative pottery making were worked with Oscar Bachelder in his secluded Omar Khayyam

giving way to individual potters trying to establish them- Pottery in rural North Carolina 1924 brought him back to

selves as artists and teachers But Paul was on the other hand New York and to his brief but productive sojourn with his

trained by champions of the art pottery movement and thus mother on Knickerbocker Street in Brooklyn He clearly took

was witness and participant in the dramatic transformation advantage of this time to get himself noticed and exhibited

that American ceramics made between the 1910s and the in the influential galleries in New York Aside from the So

940s ciety of Independent Artists where he showed again in 1924

St Gaudens learned pottery making from his first men- Paul became member of the New York Society of Crafts

tor Frank Applegate as teenager near Cornish New Hamp- men a.k.a the New York Society of Arts Crafts and also

shire where he had lived most of his life Although he of The Potters Shop on Madison Avenue both of them high-

formally studied painting and drawing at the Museum of Fine end outlets for studio potters

Arts School in Boston he must have continued his pottery In 1925 The Newark Museum once again contacted

experiments because he was elected Craftsman by the pres- Paulthis time directly and not through his mother They

tigious Boston Society of Arts Crafts in 1921 With this were seeking out contemporary potters and trying to relo

he joined the ranks of illustrious art pottery figures such as cate some of the potters they had shown in the 191011 ex

William Hill Pulper who had created the Pulper Vasecraft hibition They hoped to have Paul and his mother lend again

line in 1911 and Arthur Baggs founder of the Marblehead For this 1926 exhibition the Museum eventually purchased

Pottery Indeed the years just before the show at Newark pieces by Charles Binns Adelaide Robineau and Mary Chase

were jam-packed 1921 saw the establishment of the Orchard Perry Stratton of Pewabic Pottery fame at the various gal

Kilns Pottery with his mother in Cornish as well as the be- leries in New York where Paul and his mother showed How-

ginning of round of study with Frank Applegate at the Tren- ever the St Gaudens pottery was too much in demand to

ton School of Industrial Arts for whom he had created locate any pieces for the opening exhibition of the new

ceramics program Paul must have studied in the winter and Newark Museum building in 1926

potted in the summer for Cornish was his familys summer In letter to the Museum of December 18 1925 written
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Fout pcss of potUrs by Paul St audusc all ftosn Hoot15 All hut thc ts uth tis ins/sd Jis 1Tass sib Im houu s/listS and hi lk mottled Blaze

handles were purchased directly from the artist by The Neutark Museum in 1924 Lb H24.197 ss 5924 i/si By Charles
Fer4us Binns Alfred

78.120j 6/sH 24.198 5/sH 24.199 New York Purchase by The Newark Museum for $75

1926 from the Pottery Shop in New York City

26.20

from his grandparents house in Claremont California Paul tors applied other usually male artists designs to the blank

described himself as an artist-potter It is interesting to note vessels In the nineteenth and early twentieth century this

his description of the work of the Orchard Kilns Pottery division of labor maintained sort of quaint chivalry in its

where each piece is made by hand by the artist from the raw desire to spare women the most difficult and dirty parts of

clay to the finished work Shapes wheel-turned Vases bowls pottery making In some specific cases such as the Satur

garden pottery and plates decorated in color scrafitto sic day Evening Girls of the Paul Revere Pottery in Boston this

modeling or plain glaze Pauls emphasis on the hand-made division of labor was aimed at lifting immigrant women out

quality of his pottery is in fact indicative of the newly pre- of the grim working-class realities of the factory It is well

dominant ethos among artist potters in the waning years of documented how frustrated the women at Newcomb were

the art pottery movement Without question there were such at not having any control over their own work Inevitably

artist potters of an earlier generation who made it point any artist working in such an art pottery establishment must

to produce their own pots from start to finish William Jo- have become frustrated at the limitations necessarily placed

seph WaIley18521919 of West Sterling Massachusetts on his or her creative freedom

was producing his pottery this way in 1913 when The New- The other important distinction to draw here is the one

ark Museum purchased an example at the Boston Society of between pottery-as-art and pottery-as-product William

Arts Crafts Likewise Adelaide Robineau the most famous Walley mentioned above was born and raised in the pot-

woman potter of her generation also prided herself on be- tery factories of East Liverpool Ohio which vied with Tren

ing the start-to-finish maker of her own wares This single- ton New Jersey for the title of Staffordshire of the New

makermentality ran in direct contrast to the standard format World He had worked in the vast commercial Minton

established by the art pottery movement in the late nine- worksinEnglandbeforereturningtheUnitedStatesin 1873

teenth century and still prevalent during Paul St Gaudens no doubt thoroughly disgusted with commercial ceramic

youth In virtually every art pottery from William Gruebys production Pauls friend and teacher Oscar Bachelder was

shop in Boston to the academic pottery at Sophie Newcomb himself the child of factory potterat the Bennington

College in New Orleans there was distinct division of Ia- works in Vermontand had worked in factories before es

bor that was deeply rooted in Victorian notions of gender caping to the Carolina hills The art pottery movement in

and class In these settings all of the heavy worksuch as America had initially arisen to provide an antidote to the

the actual potting and the firing of wareswas carried out supposed moral and aesthetic poverty of commercial pottery

by technicians invariably men More genteel aspects of the production But its ultimate failure as movement was the

work were carried out by artists who could be either male continuing need to produce product that the public would

or female In some cases such as at Newcomb or the buy and hence turn profit for the company The artist

Rookwood Pottery in Cincinnati the artists painted mod- potter or studio pottery movement arose in turn in rejec

eled and carved their own designs on the pieces In others tion of the lofty commercialism and feudal paternalism of the

such as at Grueby and possibly Marblehead female decora- art pottery world Where Frank Applegate taught at the
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1926 photograph of rac with wJtc .iikird Jlic Vase with orangegiaze 1925 By Mary Chase

1924 2/H By Adclaidc Aisop Robineau Perry Stratton Detroit Michigan Purchased by The

Syracuse New York Puichad hyThe Newark Newark Museum for $is in 1926 from the New York

Museum for $70 in 1926 from the
Pottery Shots in Society of Arts and Crafts 26.9

Neu York City 26 19

Trenton School of Industrial Arts the goal was most likely expressly to set up the academic program at Alfred Indeed

to train young people to enter Trentons ceramic industry Paul St Gaudens studied with him in 1926 and from that

But during Paul St Gaudens study there the predominantly time on added teaching ceramics to his repertoire of activi

artistic side of being potter must have been part of the ties Binns also embodied the prevailing ethos of the early

schools philosophy and curriculum If Applegate in Trenton studio eraperhaps learned from the English art pottery

was St Gaudens technical mentor Oscar Bachelder in the world or perhaps driven by some internal quest to raise pot-

wild back country of Candler must have been his spiritual tery to the level of an art by purely technical means The

mentor perfect pot was the catchword for early studio potters such

good deal has been written about the aesthetic conser- as Binns and Robineau Glazes were increasingly controllable

vatism of the 920s and 30s in American pottery Certainly based on new kiln technology and glaze chemistry Virtuoso

the collection of studio wares from this period in The New- throwing finely tuned to create vessels with pristine outlines

ark Museum underscores this reality However beneath the and thin walls became an end in itself By this route of nearly

seeming lack of adventurousness in this period lies deep obsessive perfection potter could become an artist Garth

spiritual yearning desire to get back to the basics of pot- Clark has commented that American potters were reluctant

tery to time before either the mechanical sameness of in- to leave the safety of these disciplines and take on aesthetic

dustrial ceramics or the glossy commercialism of art pottery risk and invention

had had its influence on clay working Paul wrote in 1926 Thereisnoquestionthatanorientalizedhistoricismdomi

that pottery is craft that can be raised to the level of an nated the shapes and even the glazes of studio pottery in the

art and is legitimate means of artistic expression which 920s and 930s It is also pretty clear that most studio pot-

can be freed from the stigma of quantity production by re- ters in the 1920s were not interested in the growing mod-

turning to the old crude hand methods of production On ernist movement in other areas of art While this is usually

the surface this seems to be reiteration of the same notions characterized as negative thing by todays scholars the re

propounded by art pottery promoters in the 880s How- suit of which is that studio pottery of this period is dull and

ever there is an important if subtle philosophical difference uninventive would question that position It seems to me

The Arts and Crafts movement was about making pottery that the period during which Paul St Gaudens came of age

artistic the artist-potter movement was about making it art as studio potter was an age of reinvention both technical

By 1910 as Garth Clark has written the foundation for and spiritual for potters and indeed for most designers in

modern ceramics had been laid in America There were America America was aesthetically profoundly conserva

schools that taught ceramic art publications that promoted tive nation Seeking the new by redefining the past was an

it and all sorts of societies through which potter could established and time-honored artistic route Art historians

exhibit Charles Fergus Binns founding professor at the have made much of the fact that President Hoover declined

School of Clayworking and Ceramics at Alfred University an invitation for the United States to exhibit at the celebrated

was key figure Binns was brought to the United States worlds fair in Paris in 1925 the exhibition from which the
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Vase with yellous lJlaze splashed with blue Ca 1926

II By Auman Pottery Seag rove North

Carolina Purchased by The Newark Museum in

1927 at the Claycrafters Shop in New York City

27.3343

term Art Deco was coined because he felt that as na- were doing The use of the word crude is not meant to imply

tion we had no modern style This has always been pointed sloppy craftsmanship but primitive which is to say pre-indus

to as proof that there was no good modern design in trial William Walley was probably working from Korean

America before the late 1920s The truth is that there was or other archaic Asian models in the 1910s Oscar

great deal of wonderful modern design in Americait just Bachelders presence in North Carolina is telling in this re

didnt look modern in the eyes of the late twentieth-century gard because that state was in the 1920s and 30s para

and thus has been dismissed by scholars collectors and cu- dise for potters searching for their crude roots Other North

rators However the conservative modernism of the world Carolina names that would become legendary in local ce

in which Paul St Gaudens was raised produced vast body ramic lore are the Busbees of Jugtown Stephen of

of decorative arts and architecture that is as distinctive of its Pisgah Forest and the Auman familys pottery in Seagrove

era as anything produced at any time in human historyand Each of these places used traditional folk potters who

that includes studio pottery worked with kick wheel i.e not electric powered and

St Gaudens studied with such wide and varied range of worked in traditional non-industrial way All three of these

significant ceramic personalities in his youth that he un- commercial art potteries also share the consistent use of ar

doubtedly knew as much as any young potter of his genera- chaic forms sometimes drawn loosely from American his

tion about what points of view were out there Also having torical utility wares such as salt-glazed stonewares and

studied with Alexander Archipenko he certainly knew what lead-glazed redwares1 but also shapes clearly modeled on old

modern art was or could be And yet St Gaudens own pot- Asian forms One of the icons of theJugtown pottery in the

tery fits exactly into the range of studio ceramics being pro- 930s was the so-called Han Jar modeled after ancient

duced in the United States and even in Europe during the Chinese bronze forms and covered with splendid red or

1920s and 1930s turquoise glazes Starting in 1922 Charlie Auman of

The three pieces that The Newark Museum purchased Seagrove North Carolina produced wide range of hand-

from Paul St Gaudens in 1924 are all self-consciously hand turned stonewares which were sold in their own Clay

made Theirgiazes are obviously hand-applied and allowed Crafters shop in Manhattan The most ambitious of these

to flow where they might under the influence of the kilns were classical Chinese-form baluster jars with wide rims

heat They are also all extremely conservative classic forms covered in bright yellow glazes splashed with blue The

each of them echoing in some way Asian shapes John Bybee Pottery in Lexington Kentucky also used traditional

Dryfhout has commented that St Gaudens seems to have country turners to produce its pots large high-shoul

preferred the simple bold and rather crude severe lines of dered vase with deep amethyst glaze by Bybee was pur

ceramics found in the archaic Korean Chinese Persian and chased by The Newark Museum in 1927 from Goulds

Etruscan wares This is absolutely typical of the training Paul Arts Crafts Shop in East Orange New Jersey Oscar

would have had under Applegate and Bachelder and typical Bachelder himself favored simple old-fashioned glazes in-

of what the pioneer studio potters of the previous decades cluding the shiny black Albany slip that was featured on
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Indian Fish Plate with yellow and black glaze ca

1930 9/D By the Innwood Pottery Studios New

York City Purchased by The Newark Museum in

1930 for $50 directly from the
pottery 30.163

colonial crockery ing with the Greenwich House Pottery in New York were

Other more exotic influences touched Paul St Gaudens using it and Leon Volkmar at the Durant Kilns in Bedford

work in the 920s and 30s He incorporates Mayan Persian Village New York was also paying this homage to Egypt

and even African motifs in his work All of these influences Interestingly Volkmar uses his crackled turquoise faience

were widely felt in decorative arts and design in this period glaze on vessels that have much of the archaic hand turned

in addition to the Egyptian craze brought on by the open- feel of the North Carolina pottery as well as on objects

ing of King Tuts Tomb in 1923 few art potteries had ex- clearly inspired by Ming and earlier Chinese porcelains Leon

perimented with lines of Indian wares such as the Clifton Volkmar had run an art pottery in Metuchen New Jersey

Art Pottery of Newark in the 1910s Cliftons line consisted with his father Charles who in turn had worked as deco-

of unglazed red and buff earthenwares decorated with de- rator in art potteries in France before returning to the United

signs based on archaeological native pottery Closer to St States in the 880s Leons creation of the Durant Kilns was

Gaudens period the lnnwood Pottery in the northern tip
his own going back to the old ways and undoubtedly re

of Manhattan produced vessels in the late 1920s that emu- flected growing disaffection with the commercial tenden

lated archaeological finds of Iroquois pottery or were in- cies of the art pottery model Even the venerable Rookwood

spiredby Indian patterns Ellen Cushinga Boston potter and Pottery in Cincinnati produced line of simple oxblood

fellow Master Craftsman of the Society of Arts Crafts glazed vases which were very costly in the 1920s Simple in

there Paul was made Master Craftsman in 1930 was form and rich in color these pieces were sold for prices as

making Persian-inspired ceramics in the mid-I 920s as was high as their artist-decorated wares Guy Cowan at his semi-

George Francis Frederick who taught at the Trenton School commercial pottery outside of Cleveland introduced bril

of Industrial Arts after Frank Applegate American sculptor liant crackled turquoise glaze called Egyptian Blue in the

Hunt Diederich spent time in the Moroccan city of Fez and late 1920s and used it on sculptural vessels inspired by Chi

produced well-known line of large decorated plates and nese forms

bowls inspired by ancient Near-Eastern majolica Europeans The two most famous American studio potters of the

as well were caught up in this trend including Paul DressIer 920s Charles Fergus Binns 18571934 and Adelaide Alsop

well-known German potter of the 1920s One of the more Robineau 18651929 were both of generation slightly

ambitious pieces showing Persian influence of this period is older than Paul St Gaudens parentsas was Oscar

large charger made at the cooperative Greenwich House Bachelder Their work of the mid-I 920s exemplifies the con-

Pottery in New York City by Lucille Villalon in 1925 Be- servative Asian-inspired aesthetic that is also seen in St

neath jewel-like turquoise glaze frieze of prancing gazelles Gaudens pottery There is no trace of the Victorian art pot-

is topped by vigorously striped border The turquoise glaze tery world in which they grew up nor even much of the arts

on the Villalon charger is also typical of the 1920s The color and crafts aesthetic in which they flourished The two pieces

surely inspired by Egyptian faience by way of King Tut be- by these masters that were acquired by Newark in 1926 are

comesakeynoteofmid-I92Osceramics Otherpotterswork- both spare clean and simple The Binns vase in particular
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Persian-style bowl with mauve and grey deLotIton Ca 1925 By Ellen 14/ Cushing Boston Massachusetts

Purchase by The Newark Museum in 1926for $es from the Society of Arts and Crafts in Boston 26 12

with its subtly-shaded blue brown and green glazes evokes going back to the old ways and thus liberating themselves

the similarly shaded glazes used by St Gaudens The from the canon established by the art pottery world in the

Museums Robineau piece is covered in bright opaque 890s These elegant perfect pots of the 920s are as much

white carefully crackled to evoke ancient Chinese wares It an aesthetic icon of their time as the Empire State Building

relates closely to the thick white glaze used on St Gaudens or the ChryslerAirflow would be decade later In much the

little blue and white bottle from 1924 Here Robineaus leg- same way architectural historians dismiss the Colonial and

endary if somewhat obsessive use of needle to carve her Tudor houses of the 920s suburbs as inconsequentialeven

porcelain vessels is confined to some beading around the though they are without question the most influential archi

neck andstartlingly----the carved rings that suggest finger- tectural models of the entire twentieth century in terms of

marks of hand-turned pottery What most closely ties these American life Modern does not need to be modernistic and

pieces aesthetically is the sense of serene spareness they all undoubtedly Paul St Gaudens and his ceramic peers felt this

sharea spareness seen also in the work of Leon Volkmar to be so There is no question that John Cotton Dana

and other potters of the period including French studio founder of The Newark Museum felt this way and collected

potters such as Emile Decoeur Although all of these pieccs accordingly

can be seen as conservative they are not in fact remotely old-fash- To dismiss the early studio pottery of the 920s as unin

ioned Every one of them would have been quite at home in ventive and retrograde is to miss the point entirely Two great

the most up to date French interior shown at the 1925 Paris icons of later generation of studio potters Englands Ber

Exposition des art decorattfs nard Leach 18871979 and Japans Shoji Hamada 1894
What is important to point out in all of these casesand 1978 were themselves products of the 1920s studio pottery

something largely ignored by standard studies of art pottery movement But neither Leach nor Hamada were doing any-

and studio potteryis the attitude of the artist-potters such thing in the 1920s that Jugtown Auman Bybee Bachelder

as Bachelder and St Gaudens Volkmar Binns and Robineau or St Gaudens werent doing as well Perhaps Leachs study

These pots were in the eyes of their makers art Even more in Japan and his close friendship with Hamada have given

importantly in spite of all the reverential homage to ancient his work kind of intellectual authenticity1 but the underly

Asian prototypes they seem to exhibit they were also mod- ing values of traditional craft practice and time-honored

ens art Nothing exactly like them existed in the American aesthetics is virtually indistinguishable

world before early twentieth century Few American potters Pauls pottery was of course far more varied than the three

had discovered this kind of zen-like focus on craft and form pieces purchased by Newark in 1924 As noted earlier there

and glaze before World War 119141918 For all their con- were several vessels with sculpted elements by Annetta in the

servatism these pots are in the broader scheme of Amen- 1924 loan period photograph from the mid-1930s shows

can art pottery innovative and new By self-consciously that he was still producing traditional turned vessels along

stripping away decoration and by distilling the potterys es- with painted plates and vases with modeled surface relief In

sential character potters of the 920s were in Pauls words 1978 the Museum purchased far more exotic and ambitious
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Arch ii Asian forms with turquoise sod purple glaz ca 192 By Leon Volkmar of the Durant Kilos Bedford

Villade New York Purchased by The Newark Museum 192 from Arden Studios in New York City for $187.50

for the vase md $40 for the bowl 26.13 26 is

vase with sculpted handles that appear to be gorgon-like While something of this appears to linger in Annettas

female figureshalf-naked half-human with taloned feet nymph handles there is nothing of the Art Nouveau in St

and outstretched wings wrapped around the rim of the pot Gaudens figures They are crude visceral and archaic in their

With its elegantly plain baluster form and mottled grey power despite their small scale

glaze allowingtheredclaybodyto showthrough this piece Paul St Gaudens died in middle-life in 1954 and thus

recalls classic piece of earlyjugtown However the sculpted never was able to play real part in the ongoing evolution

handles are quite remarkable for the period and probably of the studio pottery movement after World War II His later

put this piece beyond the pale for buyers such as the Mu- writings seem to have focused largely on how-to issues for

seum who were deeply committed to the conservative good the in-home craft potter and it appears that his work re

taste ideals with which St Gaudens himself had been incul- rnained stylistically true to the back to basics aesthetic and

cated In the 1924 Newark exhibition there were two pieces techniques he developed under Applegate and Bachelder in

by Annetta that were described as having nymph handles the 920s Thus his work remains as snapshot of moment

Although the figures on Newarks two-handled jar are far in time in ceramic history monument to the dividing gen

more fierce looking than the word nymph would suggest eration of ceramic artists who began the century as art pot-

there are other images of pieces by Annetta and Paul with ters and ended the century as artists Like most of the potters

similarsculptural handles John Dryfhout has suggested that of his generation both in America and abroad Paul St Gaud

Annetta modeled the sculptural handles for such pieces but ens saw the inherent moral and aesthetic value of hand-made

that their signatures would appear together on such pieces pottery in world increasingly run by machine On the other

Newarks jar bears only Pauls signature as well as the Brook- hand as did many of his peers he seems to have consciously

lyn inscription Perhaps the added aggressiveness of these rejected superficial modernity in his ceramic art in favor of

gorgon-like creatures is something uniquely Pauls The ap- desire to dig more deeply into the nature of his medium

pearance of sculptural nude male and female figures in art and to pay homage to the roots of one of humankinds most

pottery certainly dates to the turn of the century Frances ancient crafts

Clement Massier used such figure in 1900 while Artus Van

Briggle produced two celebrated figural vases called Lorelei

and Despondency in the years on either side of 1900 Ulysses Grant Dietz is Curator of Decorative Arts The Newark Museum
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Notes

Accession numbers 24.1 97-24.200 object files Registrars Office The 14 The Museum purchased bowl by Cushing in 1926 from the Soci

Newark Museum ety of Arts Crafts in Boston 26.12 and small plate by Frederick

Letter from Paul St Gaudens to Alice Kendall December 18 1925
in 1927 27.801 from the Woodstock Vermont Craft Shop.n

Newark Museum object files 15 large bowl painted with stylized design of St George and the

Dragon in 1925 was purchased by the Museum in 1991 91.28
See Ulysses Dietz Art Pottery 18801920 in American Ceramics

The Collection of the Everson Museum of Art Syracuse and New York Rizzoli 16 Persian-style bowl by DressIer was acquired by the Museum from

and the Everson Museum 1989 pp 5967 for discussion of this the second Modern German Applied Arts exhibition of 1923 23.245

at greater length 17 Purchased by the Museum in 1926 for $80 26.19

Jessie Poesch Neivcomb Pottery An Enterprise for Southern Women
18 Specifically pieces by Josephine Jewett 26 16 and Mary Lewis

1940 Exton PA Schiffer Publishing Ltd 1984
16.17 purchased from Greenwich House by the Museum in 1926

See Ulysses Dietz The Newark Museum Collection of American Art Pot- and two vases by Leon Volkmar purchased in the same year 26.13

toy Newark The Newark Museum 1984 page 122 and 26.14

John Dryfhout Paul St Gaudens and the Orchard Kiln Pottery 19 The Newark Museum purchased for $20 an oxblood porcelain vase

typescript at the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site by Rookwood from Bamberger Co in Newark in 1929 29.1356

Garth Clark American Ceramics fs76 to the Present New York Abbeville 20 vase of this type with fantastic Chinese bird and the Egyptian

Press 1987 57 Blue glaze was acquired by the Museum in 1983 83.60 Cowan did

For full discussion of this see Jackson Lears No Place of Grace
in fact sell pieces to Newark for the 1926 exhibition but these were

later deaccessioned
Antimodernism and the Transformation of

American Culture I580i920 Place

Publisher Date 21 Two examples purchased by the Museum in 1929 29.1365 and

29.1 366
Dryfhout op cit

22 From John Dryfhout op cit
tO An example with red glaze is in The Newark Museum accession

number 84.341 23 Accession number 78.120 see The Newark Museum Collection
of American

Art Pottery op cit page 112
II An example purchased by The Newark Museum in 1927 is accession

number 27.3 34 24 An iridescent glazed jardiniere dated 1900 in The Newark Museum

12 Accession number 27.283 Collection accession number 99.17

13 The so-called lnnwood Jar purchased by the Museum in 1930

30.144 was accompanied by the Indian Fish Plate acquired the same

year for $50 30.163
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Paul St Gaudens at the Omar Khayyam Pottery

Pat Johnston

In the peaceful years of the early 1920s the countryside near ented families sculptress Annetta St Gaudens and her son

Asheville North Carolina was sleepy and serene The pace Paul Paul whose life as potter is well documented was the

of life moved slowly Days were filled with hard work and nephew of the famous sculptor Augustus Saint Gaudens

simple pleasures An elderly potter weary from lifetime of Annetta was the sister in law of Augustus and an accom

itenerant work had arrived decade earlier 1911 later plished sculptress in her own right Paul was the only child

established pottery by 1915 realized success and finally of Annetta and Louis St Gaudens brother to Augustus

found permanent home Paul St Gaudens had an enviable upbringing for anyone

The potter Oscar Louis Bachelder2 acquired great skill interested in career in the arts He traveled was surrounded

from years of working in great variety of pottery establish- by art and artists and was exposed to many aspects of the

ments He received valuable legacy of pottery knowledge arts Unlike his family he chose not to become sculptor

and techniques from his family Oscar experienced all aspects Instead he stated that he had always loved to draw His final

of working with clay and managing business in the Wis- choice at least by the age of 20 was to become potter He

consin pottery of his father The Bachelders were earthen- stated that pottery gives one both form and color to experi

ware potters in New Hampshire in the early eighteen ment with and also the mechanical and chemical processes

hundreds and later cobalt decorated stoneware potters in were fascinating to him More importantly he desired to get

Wisconsin by the mid eighteen hundreds After settling in away from the predetermined commercial appearance which

western North Carolina Oscar the third generation moved dominated so much of the pottery of that day To gain skill

from producing utilitarian vessels to what he called the ar- in throwing turning pottery on the wheel and firing Paul

tistic side of clay work He sought to produce more visu- sought out the master potter Oscar Louis Bachelder of the

ally pleasing items The need for utilitarian ware slowly Omar Khayyam Pottery in western North Carolina.4 Paul was

decreased and the demand for art ware grew However it 23 and Bachelder 71 years of age at the time

seems apparent that art ware had long been part of Paul worked with Bachelder during the winters of 1923
Bachelders output even if limited It is likely that he would 24 and 192425 He acknowledged the potters influence

have experimented made items for gifts and taken special on him and his work The benefit of Bachelders experience

requests for more artistic items even during his itenerant acquired over lifetime and his family potting history which

years spanned all U.S pottery movements was available to the

Local and statewide publicity and expanding tourism eager student

brought much attention to the potter before World War On arrival Paul would have seen cluster of rustic build

His pottery found many markets including Greenwich Vil- ings with rushing stream nearby The valley was surrounded

lage in New York City He entered competitions and won by rolling hills In the background were high mountains the

awards In some exhibitions he was the most popular dem- closest being Mt Pisgah and the Rat Inside the pottery he

onstrator at the potters wheel Bachelder and his pottery would have seen row after row of mostly dark shiny pottery

drew the attention of one of Americas most artistic and tal- and little of it glazed only on the interior surfaces There
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it was finished except for the smoothing out of any lifter

marks He could fill out the belly of large vase without los

ing any height whatsoever He could even make finishing

draft with rib from top to bottom of bellied vase without

losing height He never threw clockweight in fact his

throwing was just about perfect He also had good eye for

line The shapes had fine character nothing fancy just

excellent honest craftsmanship like the finer of the early

Japanese shapes Paul described the appearance and person

ality of the potter and told of their trips to town on Satur

days He ended his account Sunday afternoons we would

sit out on the little porch with chum of Bachs discuss the

affairs of the world and have one glass of blackberry wine

from small jug He was unique and unforgettable charac

ter as well as fine potter.7

In working with Bachelder Paul would have become aware

of the beauty and strength of simplicity The simplicity of

Bachelders pottery reflects his New England heritage Os
car considered good form and subtle glazes to be sufficient

decoration for his pottery The potters greatest skill was

undoubtedly his mastery of form Beautiful forms were en

riched by the potters skill with glazing

In working in Buncombe County North Carolina with

Oscar Bachelder Paul was exposed to the skill and experi

ence of another of North Carolinas now famous potters

us Skc tch ol F5o ter Osc Lou is Bat hclder 23 pi is ii us

apsr si in ollitioi of Eileen and MacLennan Holmes

were variety of pots and pitchers needed for home and farm

The majority of the ware was for decorative use items both

large and small Visitors to the pottery were greeted by the

potters wife Agnes

Shown in photograph at the Omar Khayyam Pottery

Paul looks like medieval craftsman in his belted work apron

He is shown holding sculptured cat which he had made

there Also made was fairly large well formed jar with ap

plied handles and lid Another small pot shows both light

and dark glaze.6

In 1942 Ross Purdy of the American Ceramic Society

researched and wrote of the craft potters of North Carolina

in The Bulletin of The American Ceramic Society He sought out

people who had studied with Bachelder It was Pauls response

to Purdy that gives us much insight into the life and work of

Bachelder He wrote Bachelders pottery had timeless

quality His vases would be superior examples of throwing

and glazing in any age or country It is potters pottery as

there are not too many people with enough feeling for the

craft to appreciate the skill of the wheel work and the rich

beauty of the dark glazes Paul wrote of the fact that

Bachelder glazed entirely with Albany slip achieving wide

range of results Of the firing of ware he wrote He fired in
..

huge ground-hog type kiln with the firebox at one end

and the stack at the other He fired it with native pine for 72

hours or more getting heats off from cones or at the rear Paul ct taiiden
/oiiiJ

will lis ssamis at SAt 727

of the kiln to cone 12 at the front of the kiln St Gaudens
The

picture was used in Alice Van Leer Carricks aitisli about Paul St audens in

Country Life Paul was in Candler North Casolina at the Oniar Khayyam
continues was won errut rower aiways nnis

1-ottery when te picture that lanen 1926

piece on the wheel that is when he lifted it off the wheel SAGA 7479 Museure Purchase frorrs the Estate at Margaret Parry St Gaudens
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Walter Stephen Stephen was friend of Bachelder and self the potters both Stephen and Bachelder By 1926 Walter

taught potter not coming from traditional potting family Stephen had re-established his pottery calling it Pisgah

He had conducted pottery called Nonconnah with his Forest In 1926 Bachelder wrote to the North Carolina State

mother in Tennessee early in the century and later established Museum that he was experimenting with glazes and produc

Nonconnah in Buncombe County with the financial back- ing more color in his pottery

ing of Ryman The pottery closed in 1916.8 At the time Paul St Gaudens went to Oscar Bachelder to learn throw-

Paul was in North Carolina Stephen did not have his own ing and firing skills but would have acquired much more

pottery but worked when his masonry work allowed time Seeing an exhibition of Pauls work will enable anyone ac

with Bachelder Later in 1926 he established his now famous quainted with the ware of Bachelder to compare and see

Pisgah Forest Pottery Andrew Glasgow in an essay for the possible influences from the old potter

exhibition catalogue Southern Arts and Crafts 18901940 wrote Pauls experience at the Omar Khayyam pottery happened

of Oscar Bachelder and Walter Stephen These two at the very beginning of his career He went on to live his

potters would become two of the most important mem- own interesting life as potter He had the best possible

bers in the yet-to-be recognized American Arts and Crafts beginning with an excellent teacher He carried memories

movement below the Mason-Dixon line.9 It was in this en- of the old potter with him through the years Paul himself

vironment that Paul the budding potter thrived described the Omar Khayyam potter as unforgettable

The ever researching and experimenting Stephen had Over the remaining years of the pottery reminder of the

built round downdraft kiln after the design given by Taxile St Gaudens family hovered literally above the building

Doat in his treatise entitled GrandFerCerainics SE Robineau bust of the poet Omar Khayyam sat on the chimney top

translation page 109 In this kiln he fired uniformly to cone above the entrance to the pottery It had been sculpted by

10 using kindling pine wood Paul later built downdraft Annetta Johnson St Gaudens Pauls mother in 1913 The

kiln in Cornish New Hampshire acknowledging it as date of its arrival at the Omar Khayyam Pottery is unknown

modification of Walter Stephens kiln Very likely influenced Bachelder and St Gaudens remained friends throughout

and helped by Walter Stephen Bachelder also built round the years photograph of Carolina Potter and His Pu-

downdraft kiln.0 pil showing Bachelder and Paul St Gaudens appeared in

It is assumed that the experience of working together was the Asheville Citizen in June 1935 the month of the potters

beneficial to both the potter and his student Perhaps the death.12

youthful enthusiasm of Paul along with his hopes and plans __________________
for the future reawakened dreams encouraged and inspired Pat Johnston is ceramic historian in Asheville North Carolina

Notes

WhilethecountrysideofBuncombeCountywasindeedasithadbeen CountryLife New YorkJanuary 1926 48

in earlier days offering refuge the city was experiencing spectacular
Purdy Ross The Craft Potters of North Carolina Bulletin of theAnieri

growth The population of Asheville in 1920 was 28 504 Automo
can Ceramic Society Vol 21 No June 15 1942

biles were appearing and therefore improved roads and streets Even

before 1920 Asheville was attracting an estimated 250000 visitors Johnston Pat Pisgah Forest and Nonconnah Pottery Antiques

annually Swain Douglas Cabins Castles The History Architecture
of

Jounial May 1977 pp 1215 49

Buncombe County North Carolina 1981 pp 4243 Glasgow Andrew The Southern Appalachian Craft Revival His-

The pronunciation of the name Bachelder is varied The potter and torical Perspective of the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild Or-

those who knew him referred to him as Bach produced Batch ganization Southern Arts and Crafts 1s90i94o The Mint Museum of

The Germanic Bach like the composer is sometimes used in other Art 86

areas away from the potters homeland 10 Johnston Pat and Daisy Bridges Bachelder and His Omar

Augustus used the name Saint-Gaudens while his brother Louis Khayyam Pottety Journal of Studies of the Ceramic Circle of Charlotte

and his wife Annetta adapted St Gaudens Vol The Mint Museum of Art 1984 24

Country Life New York January 1926 pp 4850 11 Ibid

Dryfhout John Paul St Gaudens and the Orchard Kiln Pottery 12 Beautiful Products of Potter Near Candler Win Wide Recognition

Pottery Collectors Newsletter Vol Ill No XII September 1974
The Asheville Citizen-Tones June 1935
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Paul St Gaudeis wade the brick beehive kiln at comic MR Tbs was the last kiln
desidned by him for he Orchard

Pottely in Mciv Hampshire Ca 1930Ardvva
Photograph SGNHS



Paul St Gaudens The Technical Side

Peter Pinnell

In most ways the materials and processes used by Paul St clays and ground minerals Called clay body this mix

Gaudens were typical of those used by craft potters in the ture provides better consistency less cracking and better

1920s and 30s He made his pottery out of red earthenware firing characteristics than any single clay From what little

clays formed the ware by hand and on the potters wheel record have it appears that Paul was not as interested in

and fired it in updraft kilns using wood as fuel What know formulating clay bodies as he was in glazes He recorded and

about his pottery and his work habits comes from his own gave to others many detailed glaze recipes while the clay

writing and the reports of others body recipes he mentioned in his writing were often as vague

First let me provide little technical background Pot- as red clay The only written record Ive seen of more

tery can be fired at variety of temperatures Paul seems to complete recipe comes from small booklet published by

have worked almost exclusively in earthenware which is also the Campfire Girls in which he made suggestions of addi

called terra cotta Depending upon how it is fired the un- tions which could be added to red clay to adjust the ma-

glazed body is red/orange orange tan or brown Most earth- turing temperature He mentions adding some white clay to

enware is fired below 2000 degrees Fahrenheit and Paul raise the maturing temperature of the body or adding feld

seems to have fired mostly to about 1900 degrees to tem- spar to lower it

perature that potters refer to as cone 05 The cone system

was introduced in the late 19th century and was in common Processes

use by the time Paul practiced Cones which are commer

cially prepared and sold to potters are made from the same Paul was quite interested in the processes by which pottery

chemicals as glazes and react the same way in the kiln They is made He wrote number of very good articles for Craft

measure what is called heat work which is combination Horizons magazine along with booklet Clay Craft for the

of time and temperature Just as cake will look different if Campfire Girls and an unpublished manuscript for book

it is baked for longer time glazes mature differently in long In these he explains the steps for preparing and forming clay

slow firings than in short fast ones The use of cones allows and provides techniques and insights that only an experi

the potter much more accurate way to judge outcome than enced potter could give

temperature alone Cone 05 is typical temperature for pot- These writings covered many of the standard skills that

ters working in earthenware It is hot enough to ensure that potter should possess to practice his craft from the layout

the work is mature and durable but pretty easily attainable of the studio and the construction of equipment to the form-

in simple kilns ing and glazing of pots In particular he wrote in detail about

the potters wheel and its use As far as am concerned there

Clay is no pottery without the potters wheel.2

The potters wheel is much more than way to make pot

Historically potters have rarely used single clay for mak- tery by hand In the 20th century its use is potent symbol

ing pottery Instead they usually mix together variety of and has esthetic political and philosophical implications
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The esthetics of piece of pottery usually mirrors the pro- ing Lead when used as the only flux tends to produce glazes

cess used to make it Work cast from liquid slip in mold or that have yellow/amber tint Borax tends to produce blu

squeezed in hydraulic press will inevitably mirror those ish tint Together they can produce glaze thats colorless

processes At its worst industrial production can crank out and transparent clear base glaze like this can then be

vast quantities of dull lifeless identical pots thrown pot colored with variety of metal oxides such as iron or cop-

as pottery made on the wheel is called is unique even per and will produce wide variety of colors This type of

highly skilled potter will never make any two pots exactly glaze known as lead borosilicate glaze was commonly

alike Even more importantly thrown pot will exhibit the used in the 1920s and 30s both by potters and by the pot-

information left by the throwing process the kinetic qual- tery industry They were forgiving in application and firing

ity of the rotating wheel the soft malleable feel of the clay and produced beautiful results

and the strong sense of history and tradition that we instinc- The unfortunate aspect to this is that all his glazes were

tively attach to pottery made on the wheel When Paul says made with lead By todays standards they would be consid

there is no pottery without the potters wheel he is not just ered completely unsafe to both the potter and the public

talking about process but an entire esthetic On personal note its disheartening to read his notebooks

The wheel is also an important symbol politically Most and see the obvious effort he put into developing these

art potters of that time were engaged in making tableware glazes its bit like watching someone polish the brass on

intended for daily use The hope was that the general public the Titanic By the time of his death in 1954 many potters

would develop an appreciation for the beauty of the hand- were switching to stoneware which is fired to hotter tem

made object and would want to make it part of his or her perature and is glazed without the use of lead During the

daily life This increased demand would bring back the vii- 1960s most serious potters were working in stoneware and

lage potter and help reverse the blight of industry along with those who worked in earthenware were increasingly aware

the low esthetic level of work that often came from indus- of the health hazards of lead both to the potter and the

trial potteries low opinion of industrial pottery was often consumer By the time earthenware came back into popular

at the root of the art potters desire to make things by hand use in the 1970s it was no longer considered prudent to use

As Bernard Leach wrote in Potters Book in 1939 at con- lead even on purely sculptural forms Potters working in

servative estimate about nine-tenths of the industrial pot- earthenware today use glazes that employ completely dif

tery produced in England no less than in other countries is ferent chemistry so the knowledge gained from Pauls test-

hopelessly bad in both form and decoration.3 ing is essentially useless

The importance to the potters of learning the craft is im- It is especially jarring to see the recipes that he included

plicit in all his writings In an article for Craft Horizons maga- in the booklet for the Campfire Girls Not only are they

zine entitled Methods Devices and Dodges Paul based on lead but among the color choices is yellow made

outlined number of traditional techniques Included was with Uranium oxide The girls were instructed to Grind the

information about mixing wedging and kneading clay in dry glaze mix for fifteen minutes in mortar process

preparation for throwing along with tips on centering the guaranteed to throw fine dry glaze dust into the air

first step in the throwing process and trimming which is To my knowledge no one was aware of the dangers of

how potter cuts foot ring on the bottom of stiffened Uranium in glazes during the 1920s and 30s It was used

pot for instance to produce the bright yellow and orange glazes

It is clear from his writings that Paul was skilled and knowl- used on the popular Fiesta Ware The danger of lead poison

edgeable in his craft and took pride in the traditional way ing became well known in the late 19th century and was

in which he worked Every potter should spend few made obvious in the short life span and ill health of children

months in an old-time jug shop to learn certain tricks of the who worked as glazers in the English pottery industry Out

trade which are fast being forgotten They are based on the of this knowledge grew number of reforms designed to

sound truism that doing thing the hard way or the slow way make work life safer such as using lead in the form of frit

does not necessarily improve the product ground glass made from lead and silica Im not quite sure why

art potters of Pauls time chose not to follow that practice

lazes This information was certainly available to pottersamong
other sources it was included in the lectures on glaze chem

It is in the study of glazes and glaze formulation that Paul istry given at Alfred University by Charles Binns who was

spent an enormous amount of effort and an area in which professor and director of the school during the time Paul was

he achieved great success He developed wide range of student and often mentioned by him as one of his teach-

glaze recipes and was quick and open about sharing his reci- ers

pes with others Paul was not alone in this seeming failure One reason may
The glazes he published and gave to others were all fairly be that Paul and the other art potters werent full time glaz

similar on chemical level They used lead in the form of ers glazing would have only taken up small portion of their

lead carbonate white lead or lead oxide red lead as the schedules so they may have assumed that they wouldnt be

primary flux the material that causes the glaze to melt He affected In Potters Book Leach includes numerous glaze

often used borax in his glazes which also aids in the melt- formulas that included lead with only this one small foot
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note The danger of lead poisoning from the occasional use The flames and other combustion gases then pass through

of lead glaze particularly by the dipping process is very the ware chamber on their way to flue opening at the top

slight have never heard of case except in factories where of the kiln The alternative which was more traditionally

the lead is in continual use and in powder form is breathed used in the Far East is called downdraft In kiln of this

into the lungs Reasonable precautions should be observed configuration the gases must curve back down and exit the

however hands and utensils kept washed and the use of acids kiln through flue at the bottom of the ware chamber where

such as vinegar in underfired raku bowls avoided.7 it enters tall chimney Unlike gas wood used as fuel pro-

Another reason may be that they were unaware of any ef- duces very long flame which requires long path through

fects the lead was having on their own health Lead poison- the kiln in order to transfer heat from the flame to the ware

ing is particularly insidious there is often no outward sign Potters in the Far East were able to reach the higher tern-

of its chronic effects and even when it progresses to an ad- peratures required for stoneware and porcelain at an earlier

vanced stage it is often misdiagnosed since its symptoms can point in history because their downdraft kilns used this

mimic other diseases longer more efficient flame path Wood-fired updraft kilns

Yet another reason may be the desire to be authentic tend to fire inefficiently with much of the heat escaping out

even at the potential health of the potter finally safer frit- the flue

ted forms of lead would have been much more expensive Regardless of the type of kiln the potter must control two

which may have discouraged their use by art potters who major variables to get good predictable results from fir-

often had to live frugally ing The first is temperature care must be taken that the stok

From all accounts he was well known for the quality of ing pattern produces slow even rise in temperature If the

his glazes As any knowledgeable potter will tell you the temperature gain is uneven or too fast then some or all of

glaze recipe is only part of the story Equally important is the ware can be ruined The second major variable is atmo

how the glaze is applied to the pot and how it is fired Given sphere that is how clean or dirty the fuel burns Smoke and

his mastery of the other crafts of pottery making it should other byproducts of partially burned fuel can produce re-

come as no surprise that Paul would be skilled at these as well ducing atmosphere which can change and in some cases

spoil the colors and surfaces of glazes In this type of atmo

Firing and Kilns sphere the unburned hydrocarbons steal away some oxygen

from metal oxides in the glaze reducing the amount of

From his writings and photographs it appears that his work oxygen and changing the glazes visual and tactile qualities

was fired in wood fueled updraft kilns This is tricky and Reduction as its called is used to produce some of the most

labor intensive but traditional way to fire earthenware The beautiful of porcelain glazes but can be disastrous for earth

term updraft refers to the way the flames and hot gasses enware Lead glazes are especially sensitive to variations in

leave the kiln In an updraft traditional European form of atmosphere

kiln the fuel burns in firebox in the bottom of the kiln.8 Paul seems to have done most of his professional firing in
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Paul St Gaudens at the
first

Or rd Kiln
pottery in Cornish New Hampshtr 9211 This is the Photo9raph of linoleum print of Orchard Kilns and the

same dround laid kiln seen previously without the roof that was added later
si9nature lojos of Paul and Annetta St Gaudens

Archival photograph SGNHS Gift of John Dryfhout 978 Archival Photograph 9GNH

three kilns The first was the Orchard Kiln located in Cor- beautiful as they are to be failures. It gives more variation

nish New Hampshire that he built in 1921 It appears to be in the color of glaze with richer quality and texture but

of the same design that he published in the Campfire Girls it is not especially dependable except after long experience

booklet ten years later This kiln is about eight feet tall with in firing.9

about half of that being the body of the kiln The upper four The third was kiln he built in Cornish sometime during

feet is the chimney The lower half contains small firebox the 30s It was larger and appears to be of much more tra

over an ashpit each about wide by 25 deep The ash pit ditional English bottle kiln design Unlike his earlier kilns

is about high while the firebox is about 10 high Above this beehive kiln is round and in the shape of an exagger

the firebox the kiln opens to ware chamber that is about ated wedding cake The base which contains the firebox and

36 wide 24 deep and 15 high The ware chamber is main ware chamber is large cylinder Sitting on top is

topped by corbelled stepped arch which narrows to an smaller cylinder which contains second chamber An elon

square flue leading into the chininey The total stacking gated cylinder the chimney sits on top of it all Leach de

volume of the ware chamber counting the inside of the cor- scribes this kind of kiln in Potters Book the bottle-neck kiln

belIed arch is about cubic feet small kiln by todays stan- proper is made simply by heightening the wall and round

dards While it looks as though it would be easy and ing it into dome with chimney above it The packing is

inexpensive to build the design is crude and would certainly done through doorway which is sealed with firebrick and

be difficult to fire The short distance between the firebox clay before each firing He then goes on Over the dome

and the ware means that the kiln would have strong ten- second chamber is sometimes built which is partly or wholly

dency to reduce and the hottest part of the flame would be heated by the excess of flame flowing through it from the

somewhere in the chimney or above it not in the cham- lower chamber This kiln was much larger than his earlier

ber where it would do the most good It is certainly tribute onesit appears to be about 15 feet in height and the ca

to Pauls tenacity that he used this kiln to make living pacity would have been several times that of the small kilns

The second kiln was in Coconut Grove Florida and was he used earlier Given the long flame length that wood pro-

built about 193536 It appears to be of the same design as duces both the larger size and the second upper chamber

the Orchard Kiln if perhaps bit more crudely and inex- would have improved the efficiency of the kiln

pensively built In kilns of the type Paul fired the fuel has In an article he wrote to accompany an exhibition at Dart-

to be finely split and very dry and would have required al- mouth College he wrote Much beauty is pure luck in pot-

most continual stoking He mentions the difficulty of firing tery and perhaps elsewhere The beautiful peachblow vases

number of times in his writing Speaking of the kiln design of the Chinese were intended to be something else but the

he included in the Camp Fire girls booklet he wrote This accident was better than the intended result When kiln

kilnwillnotgivetheuniformresultsofagasoroilkilnwhich fires badly which is not infrequent much of the ware may
is one of its charms It does all sorts of unexpected things to be ruined but there are sure to be few pieces that try to

the glazes and the accidents are just as apt to be remarkably compensate by emerging in unexpected glory and often they
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will be the pieces from which nothing was expected.1 to count contain every kind of information potter could

Im sure Paul would be amazed and would hope grati- ever desire In todays environment its difficult to fully com
fied if he could see the strength of the field of ceramic art in prehend how little Paul and his contemporaries had in the

the US today Paul and handful of others were the pio- way of resources The materials and processes he used con

neers eking out living building their own equipment in- sciously mirrored the past but they also foretold the future

ventingand reinventingthe art and craft of pottery Except for his use of lead every aspect of Pauls work is widely

making It must have been an incredibly daunting task To- practiced today and that may be the most fitting memorial

day there are many thousands of potters in the US equip- to him

ment is readily available from numerous sources both local

and national and books and internet sources too numerous Peter Pinnell is Professor of Art University of Nebraska

Notes

Paul St Gaudens Clay Craft Book number seven of the Library of Charles Fergus Binns Lectures on Ceramics by Charles Binns

the Seven Crafts of the Camp Fire Girls NewYorkCamp Fire Out 19001932 International Minerals and Chemical Corporation

fitting Company 1931 pp 26 and 34 Reprint 1966

Ibid 27 Potters Book p150

Bernard Leach Potters Book Transatlantic Arts Inc originally pub- See Pat Johnstons essay for discussion of the origin of Paul St

lished 1939 the quote is from the first American edition 1946 Gaudens kiln in Cornish

Paul St Gaudens
Craft

Horizons Methods Devices and Dodges Clay Craft 24

Spring 1950 vol 10 no.1 p24
10 Potters Book pp 183184

Clay Craft 17
II Paul St Gaudens Material for Article on Pottery Exhibition pre

pared for The Gazette Hanover New Hampshire 1930 p1
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Chronology

Martha Knapp

900 September 12 performed as Scarlet

June 15 born in Flint Ohio son of Tanager in pantomime scene of

Louis and Annetta Johnson St Gaudens The Bird Masque by Percy MacKaye

at the home of Annettas parents at the Meriden Bird Club Sanctuary in

Meriden New Hampshire

1902

His parents moved to Cornish New 1914191

Hampshire where they reconstructed an October to May attended high school

18th century Enheld New Hampshire in Claremont California where his

Shaker Meeting House mothers family had moved in 1905

Iiul itt pisnt Attttetta itt1 Louis St auht
903 91 61 91

rolling cigarette c.1907tu

Archival Photograph SGNHS His parents maintained studio on their Attended high school in Windsor

property in Cornish about /2 mile from Vermont For BriejBreezes the 1917

Augustus Saint-Gaudens Aspet Windsor High School yearbook Paul

wrote two articles entitled Ye
1905 Conqueror and Jean Son of France

June 20 1905 Paul performs in Masque

of the Golden Bowl August 1916 played Dyer Spalding

fr
British Private Soldier in play

1906191 In Cornish Long Ago presented by the

Attended Tracy School Cornish New Cornish Library Club

Hampshire for half day only His

mother remarked that was long enough November 26 27 1917 acted in

for him to be in prison The Wishing Ring at the Town Hall as

Geraldinea pet mule in Windsor

1911 Vermont The John Rogers Co.
Joined the Cornish Equal Suffrage

League 19181921

Frank Applegate 18731927 spent

1913 three summers 1918 1919 1920 at

March His father Louis St Gaudens Echo Farm property of Clara Davidge

Augustus Saint-Gaudens Caricature drawing of 18541913 dies in Cornish New Taylor in Plainfield New Hampshire

Paul and Plunkle Gus Hampshire He began experimenting with pottery

1903 pencil on Paper Dartmouth
College Library
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Photograph of

the 1924 exhibition at the Newark Early pottery by Paul St Gaud ens arranged in his studio in Brooklyn New York 1924
Museum This is the only known view of objects in the The Mayan-style pieces are representative of

work being prepared by the artist
for

inclusion in his exhibition at the

actual exhibition The central bust is Ceres Newark Museum At the

le
f
t

is the bird plate Cot 55 formerly in the collection of Juliette Rublee taken from

by Louis St Gaudens The candlesticks are Figure 192 in Harold Spindens book Study of Maya Art 1913 The
original art is in Copan Mexico

by Annetta St Gaudens The remaining pieces are SGNHS CoIrton of Lows and Arrnetta St Gaudens Cdt of Johr Dryfhoui 978

by Paul St Gaudens

SGNHS Coltecton ot Lows and Anrwita Si Gaudens

Photograph hy Martn

and kilns He met the St Gaudens February 22 in Rome sketch of Senor
figure of woman 270-Plate Adam and Eve and

during that time and taught pottery Frizzoni their Cornish neighbor Serpent and he added one small bowl

to Paul painter and etcher Stephen Parrish and one flat bowl pieces were

purchased for museum collection

Studied at the Museum of Fine Arts FebruaryMarch studies sculpture art

School of Drawing and Painting Boston and research of classic pottery Began using Mayan designs

Massachusetts matriculated January Naples Rome British Academy early Persian and African as well as

1919 in the Antique class In attendance Paris Academy Julian La Grande primitive design motifs

through 19201921 school year but did Chaumiere and London

not graduate Lived at 617 Knickerbocker Avenue

Studied at Ecole AlexanderArchipenko Annetta was living at nearby 584 Halsey

Classmate Naomi Rhodes later Mrs 18871964 and with other instructors Street Brooklyn NY
John Reno 18981986 painted portrait at the Institute of Beaux Arts Design in

of Paul in 1921 New York Exhibited at Indian Hill Studio Foothill

Blvd Claremont California Claremont

November 29 1921 elected craftsman 19231924 was also home to the Johnson family

by the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts Studied with Oscar Lewis Batchelder Harvey and Maria Burt Johnson

18521935 for two winters at Omar Annettas parents and Nora and

Studied with Frank Applegate at the Khayyam Pottery at Candler North Georgeanna her sisters and Burt Lewis

School of Industrial Art at Trenton New Carolina Maurice and Henry her brothers

Jersey through 1924
1924 1925

Set up the Orchard Kiln Pottery in March 730 exhibited Eighth Annual Returns to Candler North Carolina

Cornish New Hampshire in operation Exhibition Society of Independent with Batchelder

from 1921 to 1944 Artists at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel

New York City pieces 821 Pair of
1926

1922 Vases 822 Plaque and n823 Plaque January article entitled The Orchard

Exhibited Sixth Annual Exhibition Potteries New Hampshire

Society of Independent Artists in New April exhibition at the Newark Mu- pp 4950 in Country Life by Alice Van

York City pieces 5552 LustreBowl seum Paul exhibited 5261-Blue and grey Leer Carrick

653 Lustre Incense Burner 65 Oo-oo Bird vase 303-Aztec bird plate 250-Large dark

Tile and 555 Vase and Cover of blue jar 253-Blue vase 264-Plate 309-Blue Enrolled in summer course with Charles

exhibit by Comte Chalevier in La Revue jar 343-Dancing Dodo Plate 322-Horse Fergus Binns 18571934 Director of

du Vrai et du Beaux handled pitcher 257-Duck figure plate 268- the State School of Ceramics at Alfred

Yall dragonfly vase 265-Plate with black University Alfred NY
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selection of pottery by Paul St Gaudens arran9ed in his studio in Brooklyn New York in Photo of Plunied Serpent and accompanyin9 tiles

1924 The
phototiraph

is inscribed in the artists hand Some of my early
work One can see 1927 terracotta Rocky Mountain News

influences of Chinese top row Persian pitcher at bottom left
and Mayan plates styles Denver April 24 1927

The vase in the bottom center row is by Annetta St Gaudens

SGNHS CoIccion ol Lows and Annetia St Gattdyns Glt of John Dryfhoui 978

19261927 Exhibition of Works by Louis Annetta Publishes Clay Craft childrens book

Paul and his mother Annetta assisted her and Paul St Gaudens at the Studio New York Camp Fire Outfitting Co5 35

brother architect Burt Johnson 1890 Club formerly the Arts Club Studio pages

1927 and Merrell Gage 18921981 104/2 Forsyth Street Atlanta Georgia

on terra cotta architectural sculpture and tiles bowls and vases in the American December II presented lecture

façade for the Fine Arts Building in Los Southwest pattern Techniques of Pottery Carpenter Hall

Angeles California Dartmouth College Hanover New
929 Hampshire

1927 April 27October Contemporary

Summer instructor in ceramics at Ecole American Sculpture California Palace 1932

Archipenko in Woodstock New York Legion of Honor Composition Study Listed in the American Art Annual

for Madonna. Biographical Directory of Craftsmen

Articles in Rocky Mountain News and

Kansas City Journal about Paul and his 1930 June 10 Begins selling pottery at League

mother Annetta at the Chappell School March 27 named Master Craftsman of New Hampshire Craftsmen shops

of Art now the Denver Art Museum Boston Society of Arts and Crafts Frank Staples Director

19271928 November 1December Dartmouth June 23 Exhibition of pottery at

Taught pottery at the Chappell School College Carpenter Hall Art Gallery Dartmouth College closes

of Art in Denver Colorado His mother Hanover New Hampshire first ever

Annetta was head of the sculpture exhibition of Cornish Art Colony November 20 Annetta and Paul asked

department including Paul St Gaudens hand-worked to teach pottery at League of New

pottery few pieces also in Baker Hampshire Craftsmen in Dover New

Produced Plumed Serpent ceramic Library arranged by Professors Hampshire

mural/wall installation for the George Artemus Packard and Harold Rugg
Heinz Tile Company also listed as 1933

the Heinz Roofing Tile Company November 27 He wrote article Pottery Paul is diagnosed with Hodgkins

Denver Ancient and Modern for The Gazette Disease by Dr Francis Wood
Hanover New Hampshire at St Lukes Hospital in New York

1928 NewYork
March 9April exhibited Twelfth 1931

Annual Exhibition Society of Independent September photograph of Paul and his Paul and his mother spend the summer

Artists at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel New pottery in The National Geographic in Cornish consigning their work to the

York City pieces 779 Mayan Chieftain Magazine New Englands Wonderland League of New Hampshire Craftsmens

.75fo/sliyas1 Tile 781 Mayan Tile by Clifton Adams p.VlI store in Claremont New Hampshire
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print
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and ink

Hampshire Bird Club in honor of its founder Ernest Baynes SAGA 7478 Museum Purchase trom the Estate 0t Margaret Parry St Gaudens

Photo by Jenmter Clemetson

Second Robineau Memorial Exhibition ing for New Hampshire League Garden Arts Syracuse NY 130 vase flashed

Syracuse NY exhibits mahogany gloss Exhibition white chosen by the jury for the venues

pitcher 32 purchased by the Everson which included the University of

Museum of Art August 4th unveiling of bas-relief tablet Minnesota University of Pittsburgh

with medallion portrait of Ernest Harold Cincinnati Museum Memorial Art

Paul submitted three preparatory Baynes 18681925 by Paul and Annetta Gallery of Rochester American Ceramic

drawings the obverse reverse and site St Gaudens at the Meriden Bird Club Society of Chicago coinciding with its

plan in competition for the commission Sanctuary Main Street Meriden N.H annual convention and the Columbus

for the Peace Monument located at Gallery of Fine Arts

Wheeler Memorial Park in Orange Article reviewing exhibition of pottery

Massachusetts The commission went to and sculpture in the Coral Gables Riviera 1939

Joseph Pollia 18931954 who incorpo- newspaper Exhibit at his Pelican Pottery AprilJune Exhibition of Contempo

rated one of Pauls designs as the basis on Cutler Road three miles south of rary American Art Worlds Fair New

for bronze plaque on the obverse of Coconut Grove featured Paul and his York City Paul exhibited ceramic

the pedestal base mother Pelican Pottery was his portrait relief entitled Negro Warrior

pottery

1934 JulySeptember in the Midsummer

January at Nassau Bahama producing 1936 exhibition held at the Currier Gallery of

Aztec inspired pottery July 30 Marries Margaret Parry of Art in Manchester New Hampshire

Miami Florida Paul and Margaret set up Negro Warrior 114
July returns to Cornish and exhibits in Panther Hammock Pottery Studio in

the New Hampshire League shops South Miami Florida which continued 94

especially Claremont New Hampshire through 1946 at 9201 SW 52nd Avenue March 16 Article entitled Ceramic

just north of Matheson Hammock Costume Jewelry in the Miami Daily News

October leaves for Miami Florida to County Park They spend summers in Rotosnagazine about Margaret St Gaudens

work there for the winter Cornish New Hampshire work in the Panther Hammock Studio

Participated in the Ceramic Nationals 93839 943

3rd Robineau Memorial Exhibition at Included in An Exhibition of Contem- April Annetta Johnson St Gaudens

Syracuse NY porary American Ceramics were two dies in Pomona California at the age of

pieces 392 vase flashed white and seventy-three buried in Claremont

1935 393 moss green vase Selected out of California.

June returns to Cornish New Hamp- the Seventh National Ceramic Exhibi

shire from Florida with mother prepar- tion Robineau Exhibition for circula- Pauls friend and neighbor Whittemore

tion by the Syracuse Museum of Fine Littell purchased the Cornish house and
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and the Panther Hammock Studio after 1936

Dartmouth College Library

land at tax sale in order to break 1948 pp.3438 and in MayJune 1952

Annettas will and requirement that the Moved to Boston Entered the research Vol XII No The Workshop

property be maintained as an art school center at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital Making Power Driven Wheel and

under experimental care to assist NovemberDecember 1952 The

945 physicians and researchers in learning WorkshopHow to Make an Electric

September 12 while in Hanover more about his Hodgkins disease Kiln pp 4245
Hospital receives letter from Dr Francis

Wood expressing concern about Pauls Befriends Georgina Johnston who acts as 1950

illness being diagnosed as Brucellosis agent in publishing his manuscript for October 26 at Norwich Craft Shop

book Craft Pottery and Its Methods Main St Norwich Vermont Newspa
946 per article states that he has been

January Address 137 Court St Keene Paul and Margaret divorced amicably working this summer at the Wagon

New Hampshire Tries to set up Wheel Studio Exhibits pottery from

operation in Hanover New Hampshire August Georgina Johnston reimbursed ash trays to small sculpture figures

to teach pottery to Dartmouth students by American Artists Group Inc for

seeks equipment space compensation copy-editing the manuscript Craft Pottery 1953

and Its Methods Co-authors How to Mend China and Bric-a

March Address Wagon Wheel l3rac with Arthur Jackson published

Studio Marlboro New Hampshire December Georgina Johnston solicits by Charles Branford Co Boston

Solicits American Artists Group to Watson Guptill Co New York City to Massachusetts

publish proposed book on pottery publish the manuscript

1954

AugustNovember Attempts unsuccess- 949 February death at the Peter Bent

fully to establish line of New Hamp- Continues solicitations Studio Publica- Brigham Hospital Boston Massachusetts

shire pottery using New Hampshire clay tions later rejected The Swallow Press

later rejected 1973

October Becomes client of Izette Georgina Johnston donates Paul

Deforest an Adlerian psychiatrist who 19491952 St Gaudens papers to Special Collec

resides in Marlboro New Hampshire Published articles in Craft Horizons in tions now Dartmouth College Library

Winter 1949 Vol.9 N0.4 Planning the Hanover New Hampshire

1947 Pot Shop pp.1819 in Spring 1950

January Address 137 Court St Keene Vol 10 No Methods Devices and 1992

New Hampshire tries again to set up Dodges pp.2425 in Autumn 1951 December 13 Margaret Parry

pottery in conjunction with Dartmouth Vol XI No The Workshop St.Gaudens dies in Miami Florida

College Mechanics of Potters Wheel
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Portrait of Paul St Gaudens

By Naomi Rhodes 1i8981986

1921 oil on canvas 21 IV 7A in

SAGAs 748 Museum Purchase from the Estate of Margaret Parry St .audeos

Portrait of Margaret Parry St Gaudens

By Karl Feutsch 1s941965J

pre 1935 oil on canvas 35/r 17.32 in



Lenders to the Exhibition

Institutional Lenders Private Lenders

Arsionga Gallery Julie Barrett

Camp Fire Boys and Girls National Office Max Blumberg and Eduardo Araüjo

Columbus Museum of Art Ohio Robin and Teresa Carpenter

Cornish Historical Society New Hampshire The Cunis Family

Heckscher Museum Huntington New York Rick Dodge Montague Center Massachusetts

Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College John Dryfhout

The Everson Museum Syracuse New York Douglas and Rosemary Hall

The Newark Museum New Jersey Mac and Eileen Holmes

Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology Charles and Joan Hutcheon

Cambridge Massachusetts

Robert Moore

Plainfield Historical Society New Hampshire

Will Noad Falls Village Connecticut

Frank and Barbara Pollack Antiques Highland Park

Illinois Freda Rosenzweig

Swarthmore College Peace Collection Swarthmore Ann Loofbourow Shepard

College

Gretchen and Stephen Taylor

U.S Department of Interior National Park Service

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Cornish Claudia and Michael Yatsevitch

New Hampshire

Vance Kirkland Museum Denver Colorado And those Lenders who wish to be Anonymous
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Cliftos Adams Young Potter Displays His Wares Autoclirome ss NationaI Geographic Magazine September 1931

Photo courtesy the National Geographic \bgazine

Image Collecuon



Catalogue of Works by Paul St Gaudens
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VASES

pr

Vase 1928 Vase 1941

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

H.7in H.4/2in

Signed PSTG 28 Signed PSTG 41

Private Collection Private Collection

Pair of Vases 1923

Glazed earthenware

9V4 in

Signed PSG CANDLER 23
1940

Collection of Ann Loofbourow Shepard
ase

Glazed earthenware

These two vases were commissioned by the artists uncle 6/4 in

Maurice Johnson who suffered paralysis after childhood disease Signed PSTG 40

requesting one perfect vase and one misshapened Collection of Robert Moore
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VA

__j -.--v
___ 4F.fl

Vase 1942 Vase 1924

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

9V4 in 6/s in

Signed PSTG 1942-C Signed PSTG 1924

Collection of Robert Moore Private Collection

Tv

Vase Vase 1928

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

6/4 in 7/2 in

Unsigned Signed PSTG 1928

Private Collection Private Collection
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VASES

Vase 1940 Vase 1934

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

43/4 in 8Y2 in

Signed PSTG 1940 Signed PSTG 1934

Private Collection Collection of the Cornish Historical Society

12

10 Vase

Vase 1928 Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware 3Y2 in

11 /2 in Signed PSTG

Signed PSTG 1928 Denver Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collection of Vance Kirkland Museum Denver Gift of Mrs Margaret St Gaudens 1978 SAGA 1720
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VA

__

Vase 1924 Vase 1924

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

in 5/ in

Signed Paul St Gaudens/Brooklyn/ 1924 Signed P.S.G./Brooklyn/I 924

Collection of the Newark Museum Collection of the Newark Museum
Museum Purchase 1924 78.120 Museum Purchase 1924 24.199

14

Vase 1924

Glazed earthenware

6/2 Ui

Signed Museum label reading St Gaudens

Collection of the Newark Museum
Museum Purchase 1924 24.198
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VA

Vase 1932

Glazed earthenware

10 in 18

Signed PSTG/LAST VASE/FOR MARY/BEAMAN/ Music Vase 1931

CORNISH Glazed earthenware

Collection of The Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site 7/2 in

Gift of the Estate of Mary Beaman Lagercrantz 1993 Signed ORCHARD/AJSTG/MUSIC VASE/3

SAGA7062 Private Collection

1-F-

17

Music Vase 19

Glazed earthenware Music Vase 1921

in Glazed earthenware

Signed AJSTG 7/8 in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed AJSTG/1921

Gift of Janet Loofbourow Miller 2001 .SAGA7899 Private Collection
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VA ES

20 Vase

Music Vase 1938 Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware 43/4 in

71/4 in Signed Museum tag reads Paul St Gaudens/Windsor Vt/

Signed CORNISH/AJSTG/I 938 7.50/10

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Mrs Margaret St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3460 Museum purchase 1995 SAGA7223

.-

Vase 1934 23

Glazed earthenware Vase

9/2 in Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG/34/CORNISH 9/8 in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Unsigned

Gift of the Estate of Mary Beaman Lagercrantz 1993 Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

SAGA7063 Gift of TedJ Couch 1995 SAGA7225
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VA

24 26

Vase 1926 Vase

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

53/4 Ifl 4/2 fl

Signed P.S.G AU2O/26 Unsigned

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Abigail Homer 1998 SAGA7443 Gift of Ronald Pisano 1999 SAGA7498

IW

25

Vase 1941
27

Glazed earthenware
Vase c.1925

71/2 in
tartnenware

Signed PSTG4I
Location Unknown

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Purchase from the Estate of Mrs Margaret St Gaudens Paul St Gaud ens created this vase for the grand -daughter of

1998 SAGA7448 George deForest Brush
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VA

iIuIl1pPPP11__

Vase 1941 Vase 1941

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

43/3 in 5/16 in

Signed PSTG 41 Signed PSTG 41

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992.30.2 C.X.992.3o.8

29 32

Vase 1929 Vase 1950

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

6/2 in 45/s in

Signed PSTG/1929/ CORNISH Signed PSTG 50

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

972.128 C.X.992.3o.5

30

Vase

Glazed earthenware

in

Signed Paul

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992 30 12
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PLANT POTS

u11

35

33 Plant Pot 1931

Planter 1931 Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware 73/4 in

53/4 in Signed PSTG 31

Signed PSTG 31 Collection of Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collection of John Dryfhout Gift of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1773

___

34 36

Plant Pot Plant Pot

Earthenware Earthenware

674 in 8/2 in

Signed PSTG Signed ORCHARD/PSTG
Collection of Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of i\argaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1770 Gift of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3439
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PLANT POTS

38

Cone Planter

Glazed earthenware

in
37

Unsigned
one rianter

Collection of Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Glazed earthenware
Gift of Margaret Par St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3441

in

Unsigned Attached label
identifies

these two cone planters as items by

Collection of Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Paul St Gaud ens for sale in the Claremont NH
Gift of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3441 League of New Hampshire Craftsmens Shop
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PLATES

.1

Mayan Designed Plate New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 0/ in Diam 9/ in

Signed PSG Signed PSTG 40

Private Collection Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter

Pine Tree Plate New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 71/4 in Diam 9V4 in

Unsigned Signed PSTG 40

Private Collection Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter
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PLATES

_________________________________________

___

New England Farm Scene Plate 1940 New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/ in Diam 93/4 in

Signed PSTG 40 Signed PSTG 40

Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter

New England Farm Scene Plate 1940 New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 93/4 in Diam 9V in

Signed PSTG 40 Signed PSTG 40

Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter Collection of Arslonga Gallery
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PLATES

47 49

New England Farm Scene Plate 1940 New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9V4 in Diam 9V4 in

Signed PSTG 40 Signed PSTG 40

Collection of Arsionga Gallery Collection of Robert Moore

1FT4

New England Farm Scene Plate 1940 New England Farm Scene Plate 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/ in Diam /4in

Signed PSTG 40 Signed PSTG 40

Collection of Arslonga Gallery Collection of Robert Moore
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PLATE

51 53

Plate One of Eight Mayan lesigned Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam in Diam 91/2 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG

Private Collection Collection of Max Blumberg and Eduardo Ara6jo

__________

52 54

Aries Plate Mayan Designed Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 101/4 in Diam 9/2 in

Unsigned Unsigned

Private Collection Collection of Max Blumberg and Eduardo Arailijo
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PLATES

.. .-

55 57

Mayan Designed Plate Mayan Designed Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/2 in Diarn 972 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG

Collection of Max Blumberg and Eduardo Aratjo Collection of Max Blumberg and Eduardo Araüjo

__ ___ __

58

56 Mayan Designed Plate

Mayan Designed Plate Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware Diam 972 in

Diam 9/2 in Signed PSTG

Signed PSTG Heckscher Museum

Collection of Max Blumberg and Eduardo Araijo Gift of Fred Baker in memory of Ronald Pisano
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PLATES

59 61

Plate Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/2 in Diam 7/ in

Unsigned Unsigned

Collection of John Dryfhout Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon

Plate 1929 Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 10116 in Diam 73/4 in

Signed PSTG 29 CORNISH Unsigned

Private Collection Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon
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PLATES

63 65

Plate 1930 Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 81/2 in Diam 10/4 in

Signed PSTG 29 CORNISH Signed PSTG CORNISH
Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon

.1

64 66

Plate 1930 Plate lQ29

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 8V8 in Diam 10 in

Signed PSTG 30 Signed PSTG 29 CORNISH
Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon
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PLATES

01

Plate 1930 Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 8/8 in Diam 10 in

Signed PSTG 30 Signed P-G 29 CORNISH
Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon

68 Plate 1932

Plate Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware Diam in

Diam 10/4 in Signed PSTG 32 CORNISH
Unsigned Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collection of Charles and Joan Hutcheon Gift of James Blaisdell 2001 SAGA7896
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PLATES

IL

71
Saucer 19361941

Glazed earthenware
Peacock Designed Plate one of seven 1932

uiam /2 ifl

Glazed earthenware
Signed Partial PSTG

ijiam in
Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Signed PSTG 32 CORNISH
Gift of Alice Frost 1996 SAGA7340-7347

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Louise Hodgkins Freeman 1980 SAGA7 117 Goes with Horse Handled Cups

___72
Saucer 1932 Saucer 1940

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam in Diam 5/4 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG 40

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Gift Collection of the Plainfield Historical Society

of Louise Hodgkins Freeman 1980 SAGA7118 Gift of Jean Kennedy

Goes with Peacock Designed Plate One of set of six saucers and five cups
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PLATES

Plate Nude Dancer Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/8 in Diam 9/2 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG

Collection of Rick Dodge Collection of the Cornish Colony Gallery and Museum

76
Dinner Plate rose 1932

Glazed earthenware
Plate African Motif 1940

Diam in
Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG 32 CORNISH
Diarn 12/2 in

Private Collection
Signed PSTG 40

Collection of Rick Dodge One of set of six plates
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PLATES

Dinner Plate tan 1932

Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/4 in

Signed PSTG 32 CORNISH
Private Collection

One of set of six plates
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PITCHERS

80
82

Pitcher with Sculpted Handle
Pitcher 1925

Glazed earthenware
Glazed earthenware

H.9/2in

Signed AJSTG PSTG CORNISH
Signed PSTG25CORNISH

Private Collection
Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collaboration uork of Paul and Annetta Johnson St Gaud ens Gift of Janet Loofbourow Miller 2001 SAGA78 11

81

Pitcher with Sculpted Handle
83

Glazed earthenware
Lizard Handled Pitcher 1934

5/ in
Glazed earthenware

Unsigned
H.6/4in

Private Collection
Signed PSTG 34

Collaboration work of Paul and Annetta Johnson St Gaudens Private Collection
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PITCHERS

84

Lizard Handled Pitcher 1935 86

Glazed earthenware Pitcher 1924

612 in Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG 35 CORNISH 91/2 in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed AJSTG PG 24

Gift of Grace Thompson 1983 SAGA 3217 Private Collection

____

I__

87

Pitcher 1934 Pitcher 1934

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

6/8 in 55/s in

Signed PSTG 34 Signed PSTG 34 CORNISH
Private Collection Private Collection
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PITCHERS

IJ ____

Pitcher 1930 Pitcher 1939

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

5V4 in in

Signed PSTG 30 CORN ISH Signed PSTG 39 C-C

Private Collection Collection of Robert Moore

89 91

Pitcher 1933 Pitcher 1939

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

H.5in Ilin

Signed PSTG 33 Signed PSTG 39

Private Collection Collection of Robert Moore
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PITCHERS

___

94

Pitcher 1931

92
Glazed earthenware

in
Pitcher 1939

Signed ORCHARI/AJSTG/PSTG/LABOR/3
Glazed earthenware

Collection of the Cornish Historical Society
in

Gift of Bernice Johnson
Signed PSTG 39

Collection of Robert Moore Collaboration between Paul and Annetta St Gaudens

95

Horse Handled Pitcher 1935

Glazed earthenware
93

9/2 in
Pitcher 1936

Signed PG 35 ASG CORNISH
Glazed earthenware

Collection of the Cornish Historical Society
/2 ifl

Signed PSTG 36
Gift of Edith Taylor

Collection of Gretchen and Stephen Taylor Collaboration between Paul and Annetta St Gaudens
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PITCHERS

96 98

Pitcher Pitcher

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

47 in 6/2 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG CORNISH
Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

C.X.992.30 11 Gift of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA 1725

97 99

Pitcher 1933 Pitcher 1931

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

H.7in 5/4in

Signed PSTG CORNISH Signed PSTG 31 CORNISH
Collection of the Everson Museum of Art Syracuse NY Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

T.N 34 SAGA 2406
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TILES

TT

I1
r-

100 101

Hummingbird Tile 1928 Burmese Ille

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

5/4 in 7/2 in

Signed PSTG 28 Signed PSTG

Collection of the Cunis Family Private Collection
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cups

..

102 104

Cup Cup

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

2/4 in in

Signed PSG Signed PP PSTG 34

Private Collection Collection of Robert Moore

ii

I%W

uIIThMlfflhiIlTh II..I.IuIII 05

Cup 1940

Glazed earthenware
103

21/2in

Cup 1930
Signed PSTG4O

Glazed earthenware
Collection of the Plainfield Historical Society

ri /2 in

Signed PSTG 30 CORNISH
Gift of Jean Kennedy

Private Collection One of set offive cups and six saucers
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cups

106
108

Cup water goblet 1932
reacoc up c.1932

Glazed earthenware
iazeu eartnenware

3m
5/4in

Unsigned
Signed PSTG 32 CORNISH

Private Collection
ollection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Louise Hodgkins Freeman 1980 SAGA71 16 One ofa set of seven goblets

107

Horse Handled Cup 109

Glazed earthenware Cup juice goblet 1932

4/2 in Glazed earthenware

Signed Partial PSTG in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed PSTG 1932 CORNISH
Gift of Alice Frost 1996 SAGA7332-7339 Private Collection

One of set of eight cups and
eight saucers One of set of eight goblets
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BOWLS

112

110
Bowl with Cover

Glazed earthenware
Bowl 1936

/2 diam in
Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG
diam 11/2 in

Private Collection
Signed PSTG 36

Private Collection One of set of six bowls with knob handled covers

113

Bowl with Cover
111

Glazed earthenware
Bowl 1939

/2 diam in
Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG
Diam in

Collection of Robert Moore
Signed PSTG 39

Collection of Julie Barrett One of set of three bowls with two knob handled covers
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BOWLS

114

Bowl
116

Soup Salad or Cereal Bowl 1924
Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware
diam in

diam In
Signed PSTG CORNISH

Signed PSTG Cornish 24
Collection of Robert Moore

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Oneofa set of six shallow bowls Gift ofjames Blaisdell 2001 SAGA7793

115 117

Fruit Bowl 1934 Bowl 1923

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

diam.10Y2 in 31/4 diam.7 in

Signed PP 34 PSTG Signed PSTG 23

Collection of Robert Moore Collection of the Cornish Historical Society Gift of Anna Hunt
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BOWLS

119

Bowl

Glazed earthenware

3/ diam 51/4 in

Signed PSTG

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992 30.4

118 121

Bowl 1949 Bowl with Scalloped Edges

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

1/4 diam 5/ in i/8 diam in

Signed PSTG 49 Signed PSTG

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992.3o.1 C.X.992 30.10

120

Bowl

Glazed earthenware

21/4 diam 5/2 in

Signed PSTG

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992 30.6
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BOWLS

-J
124

22 Decorative Fruit Bowl 1941

Bowl 1924 Glazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware 43/4 diam 10 in

472 diam /4 in Signed PSTG/41/-3-/MARGARET/ST.G

Signed Paul/St.Gaudens/B.1924 Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collection of the Newark Museum Purchase from the Estate of Mrs Margaret Parry

Museum Purchase 1924 24.197 St Gaudens 1994 SAGA7174

123 125

Peacock Bowl 1932 Bowl

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

2/ diam 53/4 in 274 diam in

Unsigned Unsigned

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Louise Hodgkins Freeman 1980 SAGA71 15 Gift of TedJ Couch 1995 SAGA7224
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BOWLS

____

Bowl 1941

Glazed earthenware 28

diam 10/2 in Bowl 1928

Signed PSTG 41 Glazed earthenware

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site 2/s diam 5/8 in

Purchase from the Estate of Mrs Margaret Parry Signed PSTG 28 CORNISH
St Gaudens 1998 SAGA7449 Collection of the Cornish Colony Gallery and Museum

____
127

Bowl 129

Glazed earthenware Bowl

/2 diam in Glazed earthenware

Unsigned /1 diam in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed PSTG CORNISH
Gift of Ronald Pisano 1999 SAGA7499 Private Collection
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BUSTS AND FCURINES

130 132

Bust of Woman 1930 Kuan Yin Figurine 1920-1932

Unglazed terracotta Glazed earthenware

13 in 18 in

Signed Proper left side Paul St Gaudens/1 930/Cornish Unsigned

N.H Front Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

Collection of Will Noad Falls Village CT Gift of Paul St Gaudens S.932 10

__
_____ \\

133

Kitten Figurine

Parrot Figurine Unglazed earthenware

Glazed earthenware /2 in

10 in Unsigned

Signed PSTG CORNISH NH Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Private Collection Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA 1717
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FIGURINES

134 136

Snake Figurine Floral Arranger Cat Sculpture 1932

Glazed earthenware Unglazed earthenware

1/2 in 12 in

Unsigned Signed PAUL ST GAUDENS/CORNISH/1932

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1721 Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1727

Ai
135 137

Cat Plaque 1932 Statuette of Woman

Glazed earthenware Unglazed painted earthenware

51/2 in 18 in

Signed PSTG/32/CORNISH Signed PSTG

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA 1722 Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA 1737
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RELIEFS

__ __
___ __ ___ ____
____

__
.1

__

138 140

Mayan Tile Cat Relief 1903

Painted terracotta Earthenware

8/4 in in

Unsigned Signed PAUL

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1741 Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1784

\I ii

139 141

Mayan Tile Pinny Wood Relief 1935

Terracotta Earthenware

in 71/ in

SignedPSTG Signed 1935 PSTG

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Richard Griswold 1975 SAGA1 853 Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3423
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RELIEFS

142

Negro Warrior 1939 143

Glazed earthenware African Woman Relief 1936

14Y4 in Terracotta

Signed VOLTA/NEGRO lower right PSTG lower left 17 in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed Paul St Gaudens/Coconut Grove Studio/1936

Gift of Mrs Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978 SAGA3428 Private Collection
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MEDALLIONS MOULDS

______

____

144 146

Columbus Discovers Hoboken Medallion Columbus Discovers Hoboken Medallion

Earthenware Earthenware

Diam in Diam 3/4 in

Signed PSTG Signed PSTG

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Gift of Richard Griswold 1975 SAGA 1851 Gift of Richard Griswold 1975 SAGA 1852

145

Mould of Pete the Peruvian Parrot

Plaster

93/4 in

nsigned

Collection of John Dryfhout
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TEAPOTS

147

Teapot with Lid Decorated with Bird 148

Glazed earthenware Teapot with Lid Decorated with Finial

in Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG in

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Signed PSTG

Gift of Mrs Margaret St Gaudens 1978 SAGA1724 Private Collection
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JARS

_____

149

Jar with Lid

Glazed earthenware

31/4 fl

Signed PSTG
Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992 30.7

50

Jar

Glazed earthenware

2/4 in

Signed PSTG

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

C.X.992 30.9

151

Jar 1941

Glazed earthenware

2/16 in

Signed PSTG 41

Collection of the Hood Museum of Art Dartmouth College

.X 992.30.3
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JARS

Jar with Figurine Lid 1924
53

Glazed earthenware
Odd Shaped Holding Jar with Lid 1940

ii l8iin
Glazed earthenware

Signed PSTG 1924
in Diam in

Private Collection
Signed PSTG 40 C-G

Lid uthjiguriiie made by Annetta St Gaudens Collection of Robert Moore
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ASH TRAYS

154 155

Ash Tray 1941 Ash Tray 1941

Glazed terracotta Glazed terracotta

33/4 in 3/2 in

Signed PSTG 41 Signed PSTG 41

Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter Collection of Robin and Teresa Carpenter
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SCONCES

Pair of Candle Sconces

Glazed earthenware

1O/4a 101/2b

Unsigned

Collection of Michael and Claudia Yatsevitch
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WORKS IN PUBLIC PLACES
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fDWARS
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157

Fine Arts Rui Idi og Los Angeles

liuie of SiLiIpttiie and Ardii 1eture and dcc ot alive tiles 1920

ast stone or terracotta

ciilptors Hurt \X ohnson 890 927 .\ lerrell age 1892 198

Assistants Paul audens 91 tOI 94 Annetta oh nsofl St audens 869194

ocatlon Fine Arts Huilding $11 West Seventh Suect los ngclcs
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WORKS IN PUBLIC PLACES

______ ________.

158

The Plumed Serpent 1927 60

Terracotta Baynes Memorial 1935

l7xW.5Oin Bronze

Fired at George Heinz Tile Company Denver 1874 251/4 in

Part of commission for mantlepiece in Denver building Design and lettering by Paul St Gaudens

Designs associated with Quetzelcoatl Mayan imagery for the Portrait medallion of Ernest Harold Baynes

accompanying tiles from Herbert Spindens by Annetta St Gaudens

Study of Maya Art 191 The snake is Pauls creation based Signed PSTG/35

on Mayan forms Location Meridan Bird Sanctuary Meriden NH

rt
__

..
..
J
u
u
u
II
Ir

L

159

Peace Monument Wheeler Memorial Park

Competitive Drawings 1933

Commission to Joseph Pollia 18931954 Paul St Gaudens

design used as the basis For bronze plaque on the obverse

of the pedestal base

Location Wheeler Memorial Park Orange MA
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DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES

I________

//

Ii

161

Portfolio of Drawings 19151930

Charcoal pencil on paper

Drawings and sketches from European trip including nude studies

sketches of people cartoons and humorous drawings and preparatory

drawings for cat sculpture Drawing offansily byAnnetta St Gardens

Collection of Freda Rosenzweig
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DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES

\/ ha

CI

62

Sketchbook from European Trip 1922

Pencil on paper 36 leaves of sketches

Drawings and sketches from Italy and France including Porn peiian

pottery landscapes people and pottery designs

Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Purchase from the Estate of Mrs Margaret Parry

St Gaudens SAGA7477
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DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES
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163

Three Preparatory Drawings for Peace Monument Orange Massachusetts 1933

Pencil and ink on paper

Obverse reverse and site plan of proposed Peace Monument in

Orange MA
Wheeler Memorial Park

Collection of Swarthmore College Peace Collection Swarthmore College
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DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES

fl

/1

kr
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164

Portfolio of Drawings 19201930

Charcoal pencil on paper 165

Drawings and sketches which include pottery order sheet Wedding Broadside 1938

cartoons and humorous drawings nudes southwest scene Paint and pencil on paper
sketch portrait of Stephen Parrish 1922 preparatory 19 7/ in

drawing for Columbus Discovers Hoboken Signed from Peg and Paul/Florida/1938

and Sleeping Endymion Collection of the Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site

Collection of Mac and Eileen Holmes Gift of Peter Burling 1998 SAGA7359
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LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINTS

167
166

Wedding Announcement 1936
Christmas Card 1926

Paper and ink

Paper and ink
51/4 81/4 in

55/s 4/2 in Collection of the Saint-Caudens

Signed PSTG
National Historic Site

Private Collection
Purchase from the Estate of Mrs

Margaret Parry St Caudens 1999

SACA7478

r. iii ORCHARD
____

PJ Lis

I1
169

Potters Logo Ii

Paper and ink

Orchard Kilns AJSC and PSTC

Orchard Kilns Pottery Cornish NH
_____ 19211944 170

__________ Christmas Card 1940

Paper and ink

51/2 3/4 in
68

Signed Margaret and Paul St GaudensTheater Playbill

Collection of Edwin Battison
Paper and ink

10V4x7/8in

Signed PSTG

Collection of the Cornish Historical

Society
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BOOKS

IL
171 172

Book 1931 Book 1953

Title Clay Craft Title How to Mend China and Bric-A-Brac

Author Paul St Gaudens Authors Paul St Gaudens and Arthur Jackson

Publisher Camp Fire Outfitting Company NYC Publisher Charles Branford Co Boston MA
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Niargaret removing nished pieces from the kiln
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Catalogue of Works by Margaret Parry St Gaudens
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

_%.__-

Mi-D
M3-D

Ceramic necklace of five pigs strung on four threads of rose colored twisted

silk string Pigs are beige glazed in mottled shades of orange rose and Ceramic necklace offive pigs strung on four threads of orange colored

uine highlighting thefacefeet and tail Eight plastic rose-colored beads twisted silk string Pigs are beige glazed in mottled shades of orange gray

separate the pigs with yellow highlighting Eight plastic orange-colored beads separate the

1936 20 in /2 in Inscribed on reverse pig second pigs

from right STGAUDENS 1936 20 in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7195 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7197

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

M2-D M4-D

Ceramic necklace of five pigs strung on four threads of rose colored twisted Ceramic necklace of five pigs strung on four threads of rose colored twisted

silk string Pigs are rose glazed in mottled shades of white and flecks of silk string Pigs are rose glazed in mottled shades of deeper rose gray and

green pigment Eight plastic
rose-colored beads separate the pigs white Eight plastic

rose-colored beads separate the pigs

1936 20 in 1936 20 in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7196 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7198

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

-.

M7-D

Ceramic necklace of four omega shaped peidents one centrally located

M5-D
rams head attached to string of twisted blue silk threads with purple

Ceramic necklace of five scroll-like medallions with center rams head yarn Medallions and pendents are glazed tsrquoise and brown

medallion strung on twisted green silk thread Medallions are glazed
1936 17 In

various shades of green
Written in pencil on back of closure bead 200

1936 18/2
Written in pencil on rams head reverse 1.60

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7199
Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7207

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

M6-D
M8-D

Ceramic necklace of five scroll-like medallions with center rams head

medallion strung on twisted wine colored cotton thread Medallions are Ceramic necklace offive scroll-like medallions strung on twisted green silk

glazed various shades of rose thread Medallions are glazed various shades of green

1936 20 in 1936 19/ in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7200 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7201

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

Mi i-D

M9-D
Ceramic necklace of one centrally located circular shaped medallion with

Greek glyph pattern two oriental heads two tassled large green plastic

Ceramic necklace of four donut shaped medallions three large twisted beads and
eight cylindrical small green beads Medallions are glazed

cylindrical beads and six seeded clear glass beads strung on twisted wine various shades of beige
with translucent green

and white colored silk thread Ceramic
pieces are glazed various shades of 1936 17 in

natural orange with uhite and rose highlights Written in pencil on back of closLtre bead 2.00

1936 2G/4 in Inscribed on circular medallion reverse St.GAUDENS

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7202 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7204

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

M12-D

Mio-D
Ceramic necklace of one centrally located circular shaped medallion with

Ceramic necklace of four donut shaped medallions three large iiisted Greek glyph pattern two oriental heads two tassled large green plastic

cylindrical beads and six green wooden beads strung on twisted green beads and eight cylindrical small green beads Medallions are glazed

cotton thread Ceramic
pieces are glazed various shades of translucent various shades of beige

with translucent
green

green 1936 19/4 in

1938 19/4 in Written in pencil on back of closure bead 2.00

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7203 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7205

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

______________
________

M13-D M15-D

Ceramic necklace of one centrally located circular shaped medallion with Ceramic necklace of five fan shaped medallions the largest centrally

Greek glyph pattern two oriental heads two tassled cylindrical coiled located and all strung on twisted yellow-green silk threads Medallions are

beads strung on four threads of twisted blue silk Medallions are glazed glazed various shades of blue-green

various shades of beige
with translucent blue highlighting 936 181/2 in

1936 17 in Written in pencil on central medallion reverse 225

Written in pencil on circular medallion reverse 2.85 Written in pencil right central medallion reverse 2.25

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7206 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7208

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

M14-D

M16-D
Ceramic necklace of two circularfloral style medallions two elongated

lantern shaped pendents and centrally located oriental head medallion Ceramic necklace of one centrally located pair of connected love birds and

strung on four threads of twisted green silk and attached with yarn two individual birds on either side strung on four threads ofdark green

Medallions and
peiidents are various shades of blue-green with brown cotton string Six dark green wooden beads separate the birds Medallions

staining are glazed various shades of turquoise

1936 17/4 in 1936 241/4 in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7209 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7210

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

_..

M17-D
M19-D

Ceramic necklace of one centrally located fish medallion two tassled

spiral-cylindrical shaped beads and two amorphic shaped circular Ceramic necklace of two oblong pendents with holes and six tusk-shaped

medallions strung on two strands of cotton string Medallions and beads pendents strung on blue braided silk cord Pendents are glazed off
white

glazed in clear brown translucent glaze 1936 73/s in

1936 19/4 in Written in pencil on reverse of one oblong pendent 3.75

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7211 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 72 13

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

M2o-D

Mi 8-D
Ceramic necklace of central elongated lantern shaped pendent and four

long slender pendants strung on dark green tivisted silk cording Pendants

Ceramic necklace of five stylized omega shaped medallions strung on two are various shades of green

threads of green silk cording Medallions are colored with various shades 1936 6/ in

of purple blue and green glaze Written in pencil on reverse of one long slender pendant

1936 23/4 in 2.40

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7212 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7214

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

M21-D

Ceramic necklace of three stylizedfoot shaped pendants two donut
M23-D

shaped pendants two oblong brown and green beads and two round green

beads strung on dark blue silk thread Pendants are glazed brown and Ceramic brooch of pineapple motf glazed in colors of wine purple blue

light
blue and turquoise Object is attached to two pieces of square shaped colored

1936 25/$ in paper

Written in pencil on reverse of central pendent 1.90 1936 1/4 in 1/8 in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7215 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7217

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

--

V5

... -h

.W

_____

M24-D

M22-D
Ceramic brooch of cruilar stylized phoenix motf glazed light blue

Ceramic brooch of circular fish inof glazed in shades of purple orange Object is attached to two
pieces of square shaped colored paper

and pale turquoise Object is attached to two pieces of square shaped 1936 Diam 2/ in

colored paper Inscribed on reverse of object St.Gaudens

1936 Diam 2/8 in Written in pencil on reverse of paper 1.50 LOT NO
Inscribed on reverse St.Gaudens M.StG

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7216 Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7218

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

______

3J
M25-D M27-D

Ceramic brooch of stylized circles compressed into square shape glazed Terra cotta aim bracelet painted blue and linked with two dark blue

in translucent
light

blue leather tie
strings

and six blue glass beads threaded on each tie I\Aade at

1936 in in the Orchard Kiln Pottery by Margaret St Gaudens

Inscribed on reverse of object StGaudens 1936 191/8 in

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7219 Saint.Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 4388

Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994 Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1978

M2 -D

Cera in ic pendent of circular stylized phoenix mot glazed in translucent

light
blue

1936 Diam 2/ in M28D
Inscribed on reverse of object StGaudens

Cvpmunk
Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site SAGA 7220

1936 in 1/4 in
Gift of the Estate of Margaret Parry St Gaudens 1994

Collection of Dorothy Webb
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

..

Pr

M31

Plate

Glazed earthenware

Diam 1O/ in

M29-D Signed MP
Collection of Frank and Barbara Pollack Antiques

Frog button for sandal or thong
Highland Park IL

1936 in

Collection of Julie Barrett One of set offive plates

M30-D

Ceramic scroll motif buttonfora sandal or thong

1936 in

Collection of Julie Barrett
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WORKS BY MARGARET ST GAUDENS

______ __

M32
M3

Plate Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/2 in Diam 9/2 in

Signed MP Signed MP
Collection of the Arslonga Gallery Collection of the Arslonga Gallery

M33 M35

Plate Plate

Glazed earthenware Glazed earthenware

Diam 9/2 in Diam 9Y2 in

Signed MP Signed MP
Collection of the Arslonga Gallery Collection of the Arslonga Gallery
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MONOGRAMS AND SIGNATURES

Paul St Gaudens Signature Monograms Words and symbols that appear with signatures

An early version of Orchard refers to Orchard

Kiln in Cornish Newsignature In the 1920s

gjj Hampshire begun in 1921especially the artist

experimented with different and operated until the

styles 1930s

The most commonly seen Cornish is the place name

style of signature for the kiln Other names

that sometimes appear are

Coconut Grove

An unusual incised which means Brooklyn

New York

One sometimes sees the

signature

letters PP which stands for

Pelican Pottery operated

in Coconut Grove Florida

on CC for Coral Gabels

full signature The word

Corn ish often appears with

the signature and the

Oj swirling design beneath is __________________________________________________________

also characteristic
Signature monograms that sometimes appear with

Paul St Gaudens

Annetta Johnson St

Gaudens mother of Paul

and frequent collaborator

Margaret Parry St Gaudens
wife of Paul St Gaudens

After 1936 Usually incised

sometimes painted within

the glaze
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POTTERY ANCIENT AND MODERN

By Paul St Gaudens 1930

Pottery includes nearly everything formed of clay and fired simple old glazes one of sand ashes and crude copper ore

in kiln to make it hard and durable China ware porcelain have never been surpassed for pure beauty and richness of

earthenware electric and spark plug insulators crockery color Pottery reached its highest peak in China Egypt and

bathroom tiles Dresden figurines and sewer pipe Persia Most art potters still strive to copy the masterpieces

The present exhibit is earthenware one of the simplest of these people It would only be copy if it was possible

forms of pottery The prepared clay is formed by hand on The art potter should try for something original Up to the

the potters wheel horizontal spinning disk like phono- time that China ware was imported to Europe the pottery

graph top turned by foot treadle When the shape is half there was crude but interesting and decorative The Porce

dry it is finished When dry it is burned into terra cotta or lain of China with its pure white translucent body and clear

biscuit in the kiln The once fired piece is covered with glaze and colors flabbergasted the European potters and they

layer of glaze formula for colored glass and that is fused set out to try to copy it Their success lay in the fact that

onto the piece in second firing The firing takes heat of they couldnt and some of the fine old China that ornaments

over 1900 degrees and around 20 hours of constant stoking New England homes is the result of this effort Very inter-

to attain Decoration is painted onto the piece either over esting and lovely

or under the glaze with mineral colors which undergo Pottery was unfortunately industrialized very early The

changes in the heat soft pink color or glaze may turn black individual potter with his characteristic designs and tech-

or yellow in the kiln depending on what mineral is used In nique gave way to huge factories turning out thousands of

fact the color given by one mineral can be greatly varied by pieces from moulds in standardized patterns Lately few

the method of firing and the formula of the glaze For instance people have begun to realize that pottery is craft that can

copper oxide usually gives shades of green It can be varied be raised to the level of an art and is legitimate means of

to give rich Persian blue peachblow pink or ox blood red artistic expression which can be freed from the stigma of

Chrome can be induced to stain glaze apple green Ham- quantity production by returning to the old crude hand

ing orange pretty pink dark red purple and brown depend- methods of production Carl Walters Frank Applegate who
ing on the skill of the potter and his luck both at one time had experimental kilns near Plainfield

Much beauty is pure luck in pottery and perhaps else- Varnum Poor and the Harders are art-potters of this type

where The beautiful peachblow vases of the Chinese were and are very well known for their work Bachelder of

intended to be something else but the accident was better North Carolina whose father once worked at Bennington

than the intended result When kiln fires badly which is in the potteries after working in factories most of his life

not infrequent much of the ware may be ruined but there went back to the old ways and has become one of the finest

are sure to be few pieces that try to compensate by emerg- of potters at the age of 76 using the simplest sort of tech

ing in unexpected glory and often they will be the pieces nique

from which nothing was expected The average person of today seems to have forgotten

Pottery is of extremely ancient lineage Very good ware entirely that all sorts of fine things can be made with the two

was made by the men of the early iron age thousands of years hands machine may turn out 645 doorknobs an hour but

ago It was hand built and unglazed however The potters hands built the machine and as for that the doorknobs that

wheel one of the very earliest of mechanical inventions was were made by hand at first were much more interesting

developed at about the same time in both Egypt and China Pottery is becoming great aid to the archaeologist The

some 6000 years ago and the only improvement made since study of shards in ancient cities has become such an exact

then has been to turn the wheel by power which is only science that the whole history of buried city can be out

help in quantity production at that Glazing was evidently lined by the layers of pottery fragments found The age of

discovered at the same time as the wheel and some of the the site the culture of the inhabitants who they traded with
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what influenced their art who they worshipped and other build formulate and mix my own glazes and colors with

valuable information is indicated in each successive city level two or three exceptions apply them decorate the things that

Marble may be burnt to lime bronze melted into stew pans seem to need decoration and fire them again My instruc

and iron rust away but the bits of pottery fragile as they are tors in this were Frank Applegate now one of the Cincos

remain to tell the story once asked scientist why more of Pintores of Sante Fe O.L Bachelder master of the potters

the old Indian pueblos in the Southwest werent excavated wheel and Prof Binns Dean of Potters am also doing terra

He explained that by the rubbish heaps and their thousands cotta statuary The bust or figure is modeled up dried and

of pottery shards they could tell what tribe dwelt there when fired in the kiln like pot This is about the only way of

and how long So laborious digging was not necessary making sculpture direct Marble and bronze are transitions

have studio one mile above the St Memo- from the original passing thru three stages

na1 in Cornish where during the summer try to make dis

tinctive sort of pottery prepare the clay from New Jersey am mastercraftsman at the Boston Society of Arts and

The glaciers ground up and ruined all the Cornish clay ages Crafts

ago turn the shapes by hand on an old kick wheel finish __________________

them and fire them in kiln designed myself and helped From SGNHS Archive
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CRAFT POTTERY
APhotographic Essay

Paul St Gaudens Demonstrates its Methods

good wheelman should be able to throw pot of this size and shape
from throwing-on to cutting-off-in about ten minutes ______

from the unpublished manuscript for Craft Pottery and Its Methods isis

original
archival photographs by David Pierce Studio Hanover Is/H

Courtesy Dartmouth College Library WEDGING The light cutting stroke Just enough forces used to flat

ten the bottom of the iump then each half is turned sith its face to

wards you

1__LJ_/
THROWING Centering the ball Arroses show directions of force THROWING Opening the ball with the thumb of one hand and fin THROWING Spreading the ball with the heel of the hand The ar

which must he applied strongly gers
of the other The wheel is an old treadle model built into the corner row shows the direction 0f the force Balls ready for throwing are on

of the shop Note the waterbowl the upright for the throwing gauge the wheel shelf The cutting wire hangs on the throwing-gauge up-

and to the left the scaler for weighing Out balls the wedging block right The rib is floating in the water bowl along with sponge and

and the plate litteis on the stack of slat batts
stick-sponge all ready for instant use

THROWING Trimming the foot The rib corner has cut down to the THROWING Drawing in the top with the trueing hold As the rim THROWING knuckle draft for shaping and tilling out The tips of

wheel head and the rib is being turned to scrape off the surplus day is tried it is pnshed towards the center to the desired diameter the inside fingers are just below the knuckles as usual pressing oat but

firm hold with both hands is essential
gently
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_____

WEDGING STROKE The
upper

half is driven hard into the lower BM MAKING Rolling weighed lump of clay to oats two halls BALL MAKING The finished roll with the ends pinched out ready

half to make solid flat lump and the whole piece is then tipped for- Arrows show the down-and-forward thrust of the arms and the hack to cut in two

ward and upside down ready to repeat tIle
sequence

This is the im- turn of the hands This movement
is repeated se tb new grip each

portant part of the operation time until the roll is formed

THROWING Starting the first draft The hands are locked together THROWING The first knuckle or lifting draft The right knuckle TI IROWING Trueing the top This
operation is difficult to show The

by the thumbs and work unison The right knuckle is pressing in presses in and then up as in the first draft but without so much force nut runs through the crotch between the second and third fingers of

hard and alter fesr turns of the wheel will he brought straight up
As

it passes
the inside finger tips they loll osu closely pressing out and the right hand while

it is squeezed gently Added support Is given by

the inside fingers following and lifting pulling up the- thtimh and the other hand

IZIF
15

THROWING Finishing with the rib against light pressure
frons the THROWING Gritting off The wheel

is turning slowly while the wire THROWING Lifting The lifters are slipped well under the loot of

inside fingers This is done- only when smooth surface is desired is held tight to the head with the thumbs and pushed tinder the pot the
pot and the foot brought loose with slight twist and tip us tb the

wheel stopped
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MARGARET PARRY ST GAUDENS

Margaret Parry St Gaudens 19041992 talented artist

textile and jewelry designer was native of Riverton New

Jersey and the daughter of William and Sarah Parry

The Partys were prominent Philadelphia Quaker family

Margaret studied at the Philadelphia School of Industrial Arts

now the University of Art at the Philadelphia Museum of

Art She attended the school at an exciting time when the

well-known metalworker Samuel Yellin 18851940 was the

principal instructor She also took classes at the Country

School of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Chester

Springs PA Later she attended the Art Students League and

the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design in New York City She

studied with Archipenko and after her first marriage at the

design school of Nelbert Chouinard in Los Angeles Both the

School of Industrial Arts and the Chouinard School special- .1

ized in jewelry and textile design She was inspired in her

interest in Mayan and primitive design from the work of Paul

St Gaudens and produced charming designs for jewelry and Margaret and her pet hen at her home in 01010 rove 1941

ceramics Unlike other designers who also utilized the Mayan

style for jewelry she made necklaces bracelets pins and to live in Cornish where she preserved the St Gaudens stu

other ornaments in ceramics using press molds made by her dios and former Shaker meeting house/home After the death

mounted on cords together with tassels and beads of her parents she inherited the Stone House formerly Rev

Margaret was first married to painter and muralist Karl Albert Fitch/Purves house on Dingleton Hill Cornish

Charles Feutsch Fitch 18941965 an Alsatian artist down the road from the St.Gaudens home and studio She

The coupled lived in Los Angeles before 1935 Her parents also continued to maintain the house and studio in Panther

had house in Coral Gables Florida where she met Paul St Hammock South Miami Florida where she and Paul had

Gaudens following her separation from Feutsch St Gaud- studios and an oil burning kiln She loved animals preserv

ens had studio and shop called Pelican Pottery three miles ing the woodlands as an animal refuge She had pet

south of Coconut Grove which he and his mother opened cotamundi and at least two pet hens often dressed in diapers

to classes in ceramics and modeling Margaret was engaged while in travel status see illustration of Mrs MacPuddle

in the classes in ceramics They were married at the home of and her Tahitian hut roost Margaret preserved significant

her parents on Greenway Drive Coral Gables on July 30 collection of the St Gaudens family art works including her

1936 They continued to live both in Miami Florida and husbands pottery and family memorabilia which were do

Cornish New Hampshire The two collaborated on pottery nated to the Special Collections of the Dartmouth College

making with Margaret providing attached decorative ele- Library now the Rauner Library as well as the Saint-Gaud

ments and figures At home Margaret or Peg/Peggy as she ens National Historic Site in the 1970s

was known was also an avid gardener and enjoyed raising Sources

harvesting and preserving fruits and vegetables She was Ceramic Costume Jewelry Miami Daily News Rotomagazine March 16
member of the N.H League of Arts and Crafts as well as the 1941

Arts and Crafts Guild of Philadelphia
Biographical notes written by Paul and Margaret St Gaudens in SGNHS

After her divorce from Paul in 1948 Margaret continued archives possibly for an American Artists Directory
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PHOTO CREDITS

Photographers are listed individually where known

Barrett Julie cat M30

Dartmouth College cat 28 29 30 31 32 96 118 119 120

121 132 149 150 151JeffreyNintzel

Denver Rocky Mountain News cat 158

Hathaway Teresa cat 161

Lanou Janice cat 159

Los Angeles Public Library cat 157 Security Pacific National

Bank Photograph Collection/Los Angeles Public Library

Newark Museum cat 13 14 15 122

Private Collection cat 110

Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site cat 27 147a 147b

147c 147d 148a 148b 148c 149a 149b 149c 149d 150

161 162 163 164165166 167 fig 10 12 13 14 1763
69 72

cat 18 19 46 47 48 856 143 Greg Schwarz

cat 12 34567 89 11 12 16 17 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 49

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

82 83 84 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 96 97 98 99
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